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NOW ON SALE EVERYWHERE
THE AUGUST

WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR
A Wonderful Sixpennyworth !

Included in the how -to -make articles is
VICTOR KING'S Latest

The "SUM IVITY THREE
This is a one -knob -tuning receiver with extraordinary

station -separating powers.
Inexpensive-Easy to Assemble.

Also

THE

A.C. ACE
A Splendid Loud -Speaker Set.

Selective. All From the Mains.

THE

EXTENSER METER
The latest application of the won-
derful " E xt e n s e r system of

simplified wave -change.

The Month on Short Waves-Mind Those Mains-Round
the Dials-German Radio's New Home-A Practical
Man's Corner- Pick-up Hints and Tips-Workshop

Wrinkles, etc., etc., etc.

NOW ON
SALE

GET IT
TO -DAY!

ONLY
SIXPENCE

The WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR i
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TELSEN CONSIDERS THE
HOME CONSTRUCTOR
NEW COMPONENTS AT

AMAZINGLY LOW PRICES
TELSEN VALVE
HOLDERS. Prov. Pat.
No. 20286130. An im-
proved design in Valve
Holders, embodying
patented spring con-
tacts for split or solid
valve legs, low capacity
and self -locating.
Prices: four -pin, 6d.
each five -pin, 8d. each.

TELSEN GRID LEAKS.
Absolutely silent and
non-microphonic, prac-
tically unbreakable,
cannot be burnt out
and are unaffected by
atmospheric changes.
Not being wire wound,
there are no capacity
effects. Made in capaci-
ties of 1, 2, 3, 4,
and 5 mcgOlns.

Price 9d. each.

TELSEN GRID LEAK
HOLDER. Mill hold
firmly any standard
size or type of Grid
Leak, ample clearance
being provided between
the terminal screws and
the baseboard. The
terminals and fixing
holes are accessible
without removing the
Grid Leak. Price 6d.

each.

TELSEN SLOW-
MOTION DIAL has an
exceptionally smooth
action with an approxi-
mate ratio of 8-1. There
is no toothed gearing,
so that it is impossible
to strip the Dial.
The figures are clear and
arranged to,provide for
right and left-hand
Condensers. Price 2,6

each.

THE LARGEST RADIO COMPONENT
MANUFACTURERS IN THE WORLD

TELSEN LOUD -SPEAKER UNIT
has been designed to pros ide at a
low price a reliable Loud -speaker
Unit which will give a performance
pleasing to the most sensitive ear.
Employs cobalt steel magnets. A
detachable rod which carries the
cone is fitted with cone washers and
clutch. The entire unit is enclosed
in a beautifully moulded Bakelite
dust cover. l'rice 5/6 each.

TELSEN SPAGHETTI FLEXIBLE
RESISTANCES. Terminal tags
firmly fixed to the wire, clearly
marked with resistance  values,
protected from corrosion by appli-
cation of special insulating coin -
pound.
Made in the following values

Resistance Max. Price
Ohms Current each

300 600 42 mIA. l 61.
750 1,000 42 111/A.

1,500 2,000
3.000 4,000

5,000

10,000 15,000
20.000 25,000

30,000

50,000 6o,00ri
Fo,ocio' T00,000

200,0",

23 m/A.
23 M,'A. 9d.
23 in'A

6 In'A.
A. 1 -

6 in .A.

3 111' X. 13!a\. 1 6
Tx m 2 -

THE WORLD FAMOUS TELSEN
TRANSFORMERS

They are now more than ever " I<adio's Cloo,
for" Better Radio Reception." Price
Ace, ratios 3-I and 5-1 5'rileeach
Radiogrand, ratios 3-1 and 5-1 8 6
Radiogrand Super, ratio 7-1 . . 12 6
Radiogrand Transformer, ratio i; 5-1 12 6 .

Output Transformer, ratio 1-1 .. 12 6
Multi Ratio Output Transformer,

ratios 9-1, 15-I, 225-1 .. 12 6
Pentode Output Transformer .. 12 6
TELSEN LF. INTERVALVE COUPLING
CHOKES. 4o henrys, moo henrys, 125 henrys.
Price 5 - each.
TELSEN OUTPUT CHOKES. Plain, Price,
each 8/-. Tapped Output, Pries, each 8'6.
TELSEN HEAVY DUTY POWER GRID LF.
CHOKE. Price, each 8'-.

THE TELSEN FUSE HOLDER
is a definite precaution against burnt -out
valves. The terminals are easily accessible
and the Fuse Bulb is held firmly, giving perfect
contact. l'rice 6d. each (without fuse.)

TELSEN RADIO FUSE. Price 6d. each.

BAKELITE DIELECTRIC REACTION CON-
DENSER. Made in capacities of 000r,
00015, and 0003. Price 2 each.
Capacities of .0005 and 00075. Price 21 each.
BAKELITE DIELECTRIC TUNING CONDEN-
SER. Made in capacities of .0003 and .0005.

Price 2,'- each.
BAKELITE DIELECTRIC DIFFERENTIAL
CONDENSER. Made in capacities of 0001,
'00015, and .0003. Price 2;- each.

Addl. of Telsen Electric Co., Lfd., Birmingham.
CVS-33
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Simple facfs
for Valve users

How Cossor
improves Receiver

performance

THE characteristics
of its Screened
Grid Valve

largely determine

any SCreened Grid
Receiver.
Because its inter -

electrode capacity
has been reduced
to the order of .001
micro-microfarads-
lower than that of
any other S.G. Valve on the market
-the Cossor Screened Grid Valve
permits remarkably high effective
amplification per stage resulting in
increased range.
And because, due to a unique
characteristic, its curve has a long

In any

straight portion prior
to the commence.
ment of grid current,
the Cossor S.G.
Valve easily handles
relatively heavy
grid swings without
risk of rectification
which would cause
cross modulation,
thus ensuring maxi-
mum selectivity.
The use of this Valve

Screened Grid Receiver en-
sures a marked increase in range
and selectivity. Cossor S.G. Valves
are obtainable from any Wireless
Shop in types to suit all 2-, 4- and
6 -volt Battery Operated and A.C.
Mains Receivers.

COSSOR
CREENED GRID VALVES

A. C. Cossor Ltd., Highbury Grove, London, N.S.

Get one of our novel Circular Station
Charts which give identification details
of nearly 50 stations with space for
entering your own dial readings. Ask
your Dealer for one or write us enclosing
1d. stamp for postage and head your
letter " Station Chart p. fin/."

CO C.1.-9
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LARGEST NET SALES

Scientific Adviser:
Sir OLIVER LODGE, F.R.S.

Chief Radio Consultant:
CAPT. P. P. ECKERSLEY. M.I.E.E.

Editor: NORMAN EDWARDS.

LIKE A MAN
U.S.A. RADIO
TESTIMONIAL
A GROUSE

Technical Editor: G. V. DOWDING, Associate I.E.E.
Assistant Technical Editors:

K. D. ROGERS, P. R. BIRD,
A. JOHNSON RANDALL.

RADIO NOTES & NEWS
Radio " Exchanges."

ItM glad to see that, so far from declaring
open warfare on the ordinary wireless
" trade," as some traders have done to

them, some of the relay companies are.
showing a better spirit and certainly more
practical sense than the traders. Two relay
companies at least have offered local traders
the opportunity of cooperating in the relay
business. As one of the relay people pointed
out, " When radio came along, did gramo-
phone manufacturers try to stop it ? No,
they went in for it. themselves." Now it's
up to the dealers to show themselves to be
business men.

The Making of a Vegetarian.
THE (lay's grub is spoiled for you and for

me.
When they broadcast " Fat stock

prices " ;
We wish we ate nuts and lived up a tree,
When they broadcast " Fat stock prices " ;
The thought of corned beef is as bad as can

be,
Chops and steaks are mere bites off the

cows on the lea,
And kidneys ain't what they're cracked up

to he.
When they broadcast those " Fat stock

prices " !

" Spoke Like a Man "

S. N. who a few weeks ago got slightly
" fresh " with me because I sang the
praises of the " Comet" as vigorously

as Chaliapine in his bath, now returns to
the subject and eiMfesses that he has since
made a " Cornet " Three for a friend " and
nearly put the Magic ' in the dustbin."
He acids that not only do " P.W." sets
deliver the goods but can be made at a
reasonable price. Spoke werry 'andsome !
Put it there, S. N. ! It gives me a pain to
tell you, after such an amende honourable,
that I cannot, must not, use these columns
for advertising American radio magazines.
Why not ask the local radio club ?

King's New Microphone.
THE MARCONIPHONE CO. have had

the honour, for the second time, of
making a microphone for the exclusive

use of H.M. the King ; it will be used for
the first time at the opening of the
King George Hospital, Ilford. I wonder
where the first one is or will ultimately rest,
and why it must needs be succeeded by a

new one ? I have seen No. 1, and a very
handsome golden instrument it is. I
would like to know ! There surely can be
no question of its being inefficient or worn
out.

U.S.A. Radio in 1931.
AMERICA creeps into my Notes very

frequently-too frequently, some may
think-because one cannot overlook

America, however much one may desire to

WHICH IS HIGHER ?

These are not twin towers, but one is Berlin's huge
radio tower and the other just a tall crane. The
angle at which the photograph is taken, however,

makes the crane look higher than the tower.

A HOLIDAY TIP
THUMBS UP
SOCIETY NOTE
MUST MORSE GO ?

forget that land of noise and unrest. " Due
perhaps to the imp of the perverse intro-
duced by the powerful Irish element in that
nation -in -the -making, American radio this
year runs violently to tiny " flea -power "
sets, thus belying our notion that to
Americans the biggest " is the " best "
necessarily. Well, they have simply re-
versed the .connections, and now I suppose)
they will point proudly to their microscopes
and say that by their aid alone can American
receivers be noticed.

The R.A.F. at Hendon.
T HAD the great privilege of being present
1 at the special rehearsal of the R.A.F.

display at Hendon on June 26th, for
which I am profoundly grateful to my lucky
star and the courtesy of the Ad Astra. authori-
ties. Gummy ! how those fellows whizzed
and swooped and fluttered ! Human gnats !
Great lads, all ! Little does the gaping
public realise the complexity of organisa

-

tion which is necessary to the success of
such a spectacle.

Telephone systems to control the traffic,
the flying, and for the use of administra-
tion ; V loud speakers, wireless telegraph
and telephone stations, and broadcasting
arrangements ! No less than 60-80 miles
of wire and cable !

A magnificent .display of flying and
org,anising genius.

A Little Testimonial.
THIS comes from H.. F. (Preston), who

before making up the P.W. " Easy
Change " Three had never - handled

any wireless components. Well, he collected
the necessary parts from Peto-Scott, and
bunged them together. Then he hitched up
an aerial of sorts round the bedroom wall-
and then he had no trouble in separating
" the two stations at present radiating in
the North region.". In addition he gets
" many foreign stations after dark." This
set has given no trouble for nine months.

A Grouse from Wales.
ITH a faith in the influence of "

which makes us go hot and prickly
all over, G. B., of Swansea Valley.

writes to implore our aid in influencing the
B.R.C. to -remember Wales. Ses he: "Here,
in this part of Wales where the majority of
us are tied to Dismal Daventry,' we cannot
get Cardiff, Swansea is useless, and were it

(Continued on next page.)
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RADIO NOTES AND NEWS
(Con!bued from previous page.)

not for foreign stations I think I should
dismantle." He wants a " Regional " for
\Vales. A most laudable desire, I am sure.
But why cannot he get Cardiff, and why is
Swansea useless ?

A Holiday " Tip."
IV the weather during your holidays is
I fine-and Ariel will invoke all his lucky

charms that it may be !-there may come
hours in the languid afternoons when a
chair and a magazine appeal more than more
strenuous occupations. But on wet clays
you will probably need something so absorb-
ing that you forget to " grouse." Good !
The July number of " Modern Wireless " is
plainly indicated. The " Simplicity " Super,
a 5 -valve super -het. ; a special Supplement
about foreign stations ; the " Hi-Mag."
Four ; the " Compact " Two ; and articles
of technical and human interest On a number
of ratlio subjects. All most soothing !

The Tatsfield Crash.
TATSFIELD receiving station, the B.B.C.

listening -post in Kent, is very close to
the track of Continental 'planes making

for Croydon, and the other week engineers
there had a scare. It was late at night and
misty at the time, and a Gipsy Moth two-
seater was seen to circle round Titsey Hill
looking for a landing place.

It narrowly missed the Tatsfield masts,
and was making a good landing when a
sudden swerve snapped off the propeller.
The pilot scrambled out bruised and cut,
but not seriously injured, although the
'plane was then upside down !.

Rot About Radio.
IREGRET to have to join issue with

an eminent journalist like James
Douglas, but he has been writing balderdash
about radio. He says (" Sunday Express,"
June 21st) that the- selfish use of radio
" makes life unbearable for thousands."
Bunkum ! He says that the quiet reaches
and backwaters of the Thames are " dese-
crated by punted portables." No ! He
says : " Remember that there are millions
who hate radio and all its works." He is
mistaken and lie exaggerates vilely. He
says that radio is a " purilic peril." That is
Sunday journalism gone mad...

" Thumbs Up !"
IN these days when " slump," " de-

pression," and " economic blizzard "
are almost household words, it is

stimulating to realise that the General
Electric Company, the largest electrical
manufacturing concern in the Empire,
made a profit of £1,122,007 for the year
ending March 31st last and declared a
dividend of 10 per cent. on its Ordinary
Shares. This great company has over
twenty factories in Great Britain and con-
trols selling organisations in more than
thirty countries overseas. And " PAY."
has the largest radio circulation in the.
world. So-thumbs up !

America Discovers the Pentode.
AND, moreover, here is another reason

to take heart of grace and buck up.
American manufacturers are now

advertising that the pentode valve will be
extensively used by them in their 1932
receivers. Now you and I know that
pentodes have been used in British receivers
for some years. So one concludes that we
are ahead of the Yanks in this matter.
In fact, many things go to prove that all
this go-getter " stuff from the other side
is mere " sales talk," bluff, poker and
poppycock. The British are brainy, and

aimmiiiimmimmuummiiimminimmiiiimummuum

SHORT WAVES.
The B.B.C. arrangements for broadcasting

Estrange sounds have been fairly successful,
but all attempts to catch the faint notes of a

E Post Office assistant saying " Thank you " to
= a purchaser seem to have failed.-" Punch."

* *

Listening -in is a retreat for the husband, a
recreation for the wife, and a solace for the
spinster.

* *
BRIGHTER BROADCASTING.

1. Half-hours with the Sea Serpent. (A
-'.. talk by Uncle Eye -witness.)
E 2. Songs of the Oyster Bed. Unique
E transmission by deep-sea radio, accompanied
.g. by Miss Scylla Charybdis on the cornucopia.

3. 'Stingless Bee -Tickling. (In our New In-
dustries Series.)

4. The Sawdust Manufacturers' Annual
= Dinner, relayed from the Pit, Camden Town ;
 the Circular Sawchestra will be in attendance.

* *
A Wireless Expertlet from Bristol

g In error once swallowed a crystal.
This caused oscillation,
So, in desperation,

He " earthed " himself-using a pistol.

A resident in a cathedral city wrote to us
 the other day saying that the chimes from the

cathedral came in so strong on his one -valve
set that the whole town rushed out to help

E extinguish the fire.
= *

" Wireless forms bad habits," we read in
 the " Evening News."
E On these hot nights it certainly isn't an
= asset in the " Love Thy Neighbour " move-
= ment.
If:

* *

" Try breaking your valves !" runs a head-
i line in the " Sunderland Echo."

Well, that might help to relieve our feelings
a little.

=
(11111111 j

get on quietly with the job in hand. I
prefer the British qualities and bank on
them to win in the end.

British Legion Garden Fite.
THIS jolly little do " was held at

Godstone Place, Godstone, by gracious
permission of Lady Kenyon, and went

off splendidly. The programme of dance
music was arranged by the Civil Servic3
Supply Association, Ltd.. in conjunction
with Radio Instruments, Ltd. As I don't
dance I investigated the " works " and be-
came very interested in the R.I. " Madrigal "
receiver, the R.I. Twin Table cinema
amplifier and the Madrigal M.C. loud
speakers. Undoubtedly this gear added
greatly to the enjoyment of the guests.

Soldering Pastes.

IN
connection with my Note a few weeks
back on the subject of soldering pastes
and their tendency to injure joints,

0. L. C. tells me that a good substitute is

a saturated solution of lump resin in ,pure
alcohol. Absolute alcohol is pretty costly
and methylated will serve the purpose
though not so well. Thanks, 0. L. C. I
am passing your short-wave comments
to W. L. S. Always glad to have a line
from you on matters of public (radio)
interest.

Society Note.
DO you belong to a radio club ?

awfully good fun, especially in the
summer when all kinds of interesting

outings can be arranged, but also in the
winter when open air is not so loud in its
call. Those readers within reach of Thorn-
ton Heath might do worse than try the
Thornton Heath Radio Society. Hon. Sec.,
Mr. C. H. Piper, 77, Torridge Road, Thorn-
ton Heath, S.E., who will be glad to giva
them full particulars.

The Queen's Hall " Proms."
THE greatest musical feature of the

summer programmes is undeniably
the broadcasting of these famed

concerts. The general layout of the series,
which begins on August 8th, is : Mondays,
Wagner. Three Tuesdays to Mozart and
Haydn, two to Tchaikovsky, one to mixed
Russian music and two to miscellaneous
works. Wednesdays, alternating Brahms
and Bach ; Thursdays, British composers ;
Fridays, Beethoven ; and Saturdays, mis-
cellaneous. If, as I hope, some of you
attend the Hall, book seats very early and
make sure that they are in a section in
which smoking is allowed !

Want to Sing for the B.B.C. ?
THE B.B.C.'s ban on amateurs does not,

apparently, apply to the National
Chorus, for there are a few vacancies

for singers, and amateurs who are interested
should apply to the Hon. Sec., National
Chorus, B.B.C., Savoy Hill, W.C.2. Appli-
cants must pass an audition in singing and
*sight-reading. Tenors are particularly
wanted. (It's a queer thing ; but tenors
are always and everywhere scarce.) The
chorus rehearses in Central London on
Fridays from 6.0 p.m. to 8.0 p.m. or 8.30
p.m. As the total chorus counts about
250 singers, a place amongst them must be
a source of great pleasure to singers.

Must Morse Go ?
UP to the time of writing the Morse code

is still being used for the transmission
of radiograms. Can something better

and swifter be found ? Well, along one line
of development we shall come to the
facsimile process, by means of which a
copy of the actual message is received at the
station of destination. Now I hear of an
American invention by means of which the
message is typed out by the transmitting
operator and received in typewritten char-
acters at the other end of the radio circuit.
Fine, but the speed of the typing must be
very slow compared with that of modern
automatic transmitters, which can work up
to 200 words a minute.

ARIEL.

NEXT WEEK'S STAR FEATURE THE S.P.V. THREE
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'HAT COPENHAGEN
CONFERENCE

I READ that the Chief Engineer of the
B.B.C. was seen off at Liverpool Street
by the writer of the " Notes and News

on Broadcasting " in POPULAR WIRELESS.
It brought a little wrench to my heart ;
too, should like to be going to Copenhagen !

There is nothing so vital to our interests
as the world position of wireless ; nothing
so important as to decide between present
knowledge and past practice as to the
deciding factor in the allocation of wave-
lengths.

Not Content with Present Progress.
Were I not busy pioneering new schemes,

I should be at Copenhagen. I should be
there simply a lboker-on.

I should not now be a delegate to the
Conference because, no longer having
position as an executive, I no longer have
the ability to understand the problems-
at least, that is the implication.

But I can tell you what I think of the
problems because, although no longer
official I remain interested. I remain
interested because my life is bound up in
the distribution of " programme " to every
household.

I cannot remain content with present
progress because can see how technique
will evolve and, seeing it all so clearly,
I am impatient of delay.

When the first sound was reproduced
electrically, even though the
unromantic wire was the agent,
the world held in its hand a
great new power for the spread
of liberal thought. The technique
of distribution of thought grows
slowly but very surely, managed
as it is by those whose prob-
lems are circumscribed.

The policy of what shall be -

disseminated is guided either by
a grandiose commercialism pre-
tending " uplift," or a narrow
and denying autocracy delegat-
ing to itself the right to dcci
the fitness of the listener to hea;
this or that.

For Good or ill ?
I look upon our duty as tech-

nicians to find such a univer-
sality of method that there can
be no excuse for denial of facility.
And that is why Copenhagen
has a certain importance. Even
though its decisions, in fact,

Don't rush
through the
reading of
this article ;
it's an un-
usually good
one ! And
it concerns

you !

Our gifted
contributor,pm:, >7
Radio Con-
sultant - in -
Chief, pleads

for the
liberation of
more long

waves.

Mean nothing, they will show a tendency
which may be either good or bad

It is a question whether present know-
ledge or past practice should guide the
policy of those who will hold the next
executive world Conference at Madrid, and,
the Copenhagen Conference, being com-
posed of many of those who will have to
decide the issues at Madrid, will show what
policy rules.

Indeed, if our technicians are unable 'to
take the bold line what can be expected
of the politicians ?

Take this vital question of waves for
broadcasting. I am the very first to allow
that the Union Internationale cannot be

ONE OF THE BEST

xpected to be allowed to grab every wave-
length it demands, regardless of the com-
mercial interests, but will there be an honest
desire to allocate to it those waves which
we in the B.B.C. proved to be those most
suitable for broadcasting ?

Or will they, through asking too much,
alienate the sympathy of Govermitents,
and will they be driven to abandon the
claims for " long " wave -lengths ?

Long Waves Only ?
The Americans have so far agreed to a

Regional arrangement in which Europe uses
the " long " waves and America does not.
This prevents the export of American sets
to Europe. The radio trade of Europe, if
it paid me one -tenth of a farthing on every
American set kept out by my policy, would
by now have made me a properly recom-
pensed millionaire. Will not pressure bo
brought to bear to change this state of
affairs ?

I notice that one American has written
publicly acknowledging my work on the
subject, and pointing out that:America
could well adopt my proposals for long -
wave broadcasting. But that's one inde-
pendent person four years after the publica-
tion of my work !

It took three years to convince our Post
Office that it was possible to separate on
an ordinary set two equal -powered stations

radiating front the same point,
with more than 100 kilocycles
per second frequency difference.
Yes ! It's all rather slow going,
but it's the direction of think-
ing which interests site, and
that's why Copenhagen will give
us sense data to think over.

This is a general view of the Huizen station, which works on 1,875 metres.
Although comparatively low power is used, it is very well received in this

country.

The Real Alternative.
Unquestionably the long wave

is the thing. Thirty stations
from 2,500 metres downwards
of 200 kilowatts each and 12
kilocycles separation would
make an ideal system for the
distribution of national pro-
grammes, and give each listener
in each nation a real alternative
-the altern ',Live of another
nation's programme.

The development of an in-
ternational language would then
do ntore towards a true United
States of Europe than almost

(Continued on- page 6]6.)
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THE MIRROR OF THE B.B.C.

DEPARTMENTALISM.
BRIGHTER NEWS WANTED-

/ REDUCTION OF STAFF -THE
1
1 BOLSHEVIST PANIC - DIRT-
+ TRACK COMMENTARIES
1

4

4

DANGERS OF
4

4

ONE of the first impressions recorded
on my mind after my recent resump-
tion of criticising the B.B.C. has been

confirmed by close examination. I mean the
evils that flow from excessive department-
alisation.

If you care to look through the advanced
summary of the adult .education and
general talks programmes for next season,
you will get an excellent illustration of what
I mean. Both these summaries contain
a good proportion of first-class material.
The range of interest is wide ; the intel-
lectual standard admittedly high. But as
an ordinary layman I was oppressed by. a
sense of the tyranny of the expert.

The B.B.C. takes great credit to itself for
providing a forum for the active intellects
and younger specialists of all branches of
knowledge. I would be the last to deplore
this attitude were it not accompanied by a
curious snobbery which seems to lie vin-
dictively disposed to the cult of common
MISC.

I look in vain for the, to me, at all events,
very important ingredient of simple,
intimate, homely, perhaps even undis-
tinguished, treatment of ordinary subjects
for ordinary people. This is a defect. I
do not blame the specialists, but I do blame
the administration that tolerates it. I ant
told on good authority that SirJohn Reith
alive to the danger and its attendant evils.

I can only hope that, if this is so, those
who are responsible for interpreting his
views will not continue in an attitude of
laissez faire.

Brighter News Wanted.
While I was in America I read in a wire-

less paper of about fourteen months ago a
glowing account of how the B.B.C. expected
to transform its News Bulletins by taking
them over from the agencies which had been
handling them from the beginning.

I was more than ordinarily curious to
find out how the experiment was working
in practice. Frankly, I am disappointed.
It seems to me that the News Bulletins
have become much too cautious. Their
characteristic is now " officialise."

Mind you, I do not quarrel with the B.B.C.
view that sensationalism should have no
place in these  bulletins, which penetrate
millions of homes nightly. Indeed, I
would go further and say that, on the whole,
the present selection of material is not bad.
But it wants much brighter presentation,
and until this is brought about the bulletins
will never pull their weight for the B.B.C.

Reduction of Staff.
I was present the other day at a dis-

cussion in which the principals were two of
the administrative officials of the B.B.C.
The discussion began on the general subject
of rationalisation in administration.

But, of course, as all such discussions do,

this one soon became particular, at least,
so far as its illustrations were concerned.
It interested me enormously to hear my
B.B.C. friends agree that they had been
able to draw important lessons from observ-
ing the state of work during the holiday
period.

This in the case of the B.B.C., runs from
about the middle of June to about the middle
of September. During this time, staff is
considerably reduced.

Experience has proved that, even allow-
ing for the slack season, the work is done
definitely hotter than when all the staff
is present. It was added, as an aside, that
plans were in hand to reduce the staff all
round so that the holiday average would
become the average the year round.

It was not explained to me how these
experts in administration would manage

their holidays with a reduced staff. Nor
why they should not go on indefinitely re-
ducing on the same principles. There was
a suspicion of the " doctrinaire" about
the whole contention; and I imagine
Sir John Reith will have something to say
about it.

The Bolshevist Panic.
Once again the B.B.C. has been accused

of being an instrument of Bolshevist propa-
ganda, only.this time the critics allege that
Savoy Hill is an unconscious victim ; last
time it was a calculated effort. My view is
that there is nothing in the accusation. Of
course, it will be made and repeated every
time the B.B.C. gives any view not
acceptable to " rightish " opinion, but
who would have nothing but his own views
broadcast?

THOSE DASHED DOTS !

Girl Guides receiving Morse messages which are being sent by wireles3 from
a neighbouring camp.

4-

4
1

Dirt -Track Commentaries.
The news that

National listeners are to
hear a running com-
mentary on the dirt=
track motorcycle racing,
at Wembley Stadium
on Friday, August 14th,
has set me wondering
why such a long time
has elapsed since the

.last broadcast of this
kind.

Unlike another sport,
called the Dogs,"
which also takes place
on a circular course,
dirt -track racing is
essentially spectacular
and full of thrills and
does not have to depend
on gambling to attract
its thousands who turn
up week after week to
see their favourite
riders take no ill
risks to win the prizes.

FOR THE LISTENER. 4
4

By " PHILEMON."
This week our popular contributor deals with subjects suggested by recent

radio references to Dreams.-AO- .010-41-*
AVERY large number of people must

have listened to talks on Dreams on
the Radio. If you want to study

the stars, you have to go out to see them ;
if you want to watch for the first egg of the
blackbird or the first bloom of the black-
thorn, you have to go out and find them.
But dreams are to hand for all of us ;
sometimes far too close at hand !

It is interesting to observe how modem
science comes back to old beliefs-though,
of course, not quite in the same way. In
olden days they believed that dreams had
meanings. Joseph did. So did Pharaoh.

The Happy Hunting Grounds.
There is a school of thinkers who say that

the belief in the " Soul " originated with
the experience of dreams-in which a man
went hunting in strange fields and fighting
glorious battles, while all the time he was
lying on the ground. What else could it
be except his " soul," which escaped the
body for a moment ?

-

Afterwards there came a t ime when people
said that dreams were meaningless and
had more to do with indigestion and cold
feet than anything else. But nowadays we
aro again believing that dreams have
meaning, and very profound meaning, too.
Having A High Time.

Perhaps every dream has a meanity, of
some sort, if we could only fathom it ; but
there are certain dreams which are app.:.
rently constantly dreamed by men and.
women all over the world. These are called
" type -dreams."

The " flying " dream ; t he dream about
raw meat ; the dream of losing a tooth ;
and so on. These dreams are so wide-
spread and occur so frequently, and with
the same circumstances, that their meaning
can be stated with certainty.

I dream the " flying " dream often. - I
float over the heads of a company gathered
in a garden ; now dipping gently down and

(Continued on page 617.)
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TH E first power valve, although hardly
a power valve at all in comparison
with modern output valves, un-

doubtedly started a new era in good
quality, powerful reproduction. It threw
a new light on realistic reception, but at
the same time it certainly complicated
things in one connection at least.' -

The point we have in mind is the addition.
of an extra L.F. stage to a receiver with
one L.F. In the " olden days " the loud
speaker was plonked straight into the
plate circuit of the last valve, and all was
well.

Modern Practice.
The current through the. output valve

was not high and so the volta.ge.drop across
the loud speaker was small and of no con-
sequence. Also there was little, if any,
likelihood of the current saturating the
speaker and thus causing distortion.

But now it is desirable to avoid voltage
drop and saturation possibilities, and for
this reason output filters are incorporated
in receivers. They are, of course, desirable
for reasons other than those we have

PERFECTLY STRAIGHT-
FORWARD

The circuit is a very simple one, and, as you can
see for yourself, the coupling is of the resistance -

capacity type,

Full constructional details of a unique plug-in valve amplifier which
can be arranged between the detector and L.F. valves to give greatly

enhanced volume.
Designed end Described by the " P.W." RESEARCH DEPARTMENT.

Jiiiiiii11111111111111111111111111winnieni11111111111mmmIRIMM

..2. 1 Valve holder (Lotus, or Telsen, W.B.,
= Igranic, Lissen, Clix, Bulgin, Junit,
= Benjamin, Formo, Wearite, Dario, =

Magnum, etc.).
 01 Fixed condenser (T.C.C., or Ready =

= Radio, Telsen, Dubilier, Ferranti,
Mullard, Igranic, Ediswan, Lissen, E

l'.-- Watmel, Formo, Graham-Farish, etc.). =1 1-Megohm grid leak and holder (Du-
1-- bilier, or Telsen, Lissen, Ferranti, E

Ready Radio, Ediswan, Igranic, P-

M u 1 I a r d , Watmel, Graham-Farish, E.-

= Varley, etc.).
E.= 100,000 -ohm Spaghetti resistance (Bul- E=

gin, or Ready Radio, Lewcos, Mag- E.=
num, Peto Scott, Sovereign, Graham -

F. Farish, Lissen, Varley, Tunevvell, E
E Telsen, etc.).=

15,00C -ohm Spaghetti resistance (Ready E
Radio, or Lewcos, etc.).

4 Valve pins, 4 valve sockets, 1 small P-
E terminal, 1 wooden plug (Eelex, or ..-t-

Igranic, Belling -Lee, Clix, etc.). a-
2 Nuts and bolts, screws, flex, wood,

ebonite, etc. F.-.
E =
511111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111011111111111111111111F;

FEW COMPONENTS ARE NEEDED.

mentioned, butbut voltage drop and saturation
are two of the more important.

Just consider the difference between
adding an extra valve to the old set and the
modern one. With the former, one simply
connected the input of a single valve
amplifier across the set's L.S. terminals
and transferred the speaker to the other
end of the added amplifier and, voila, the set
went up one stage !

But now, well-the output filter must
still be kept in the plate of the last valve,
and- the new valve which is naturally not
another power valve, must in effect go
between the preSent two valves of the set.
So alterations of the wiring of the receiver
become necessary, in fact, the whole L.F.
end leas got to be re -made, no simple job.

No Re -wiring Required.
We say " has got to be re -made," but

that is not really correct because the
unit described in these pages is specially
designed to make that unnecessary. " Re
making " is just what it is arranged to
obviate.

With it you can insert an extra 1.4F.
stage immediately following the detector
valve, and without making any alterations
to the receiver. All you have to do is to
pull out the detector valve, insert a plug
in its place and put the valve in the top
of this plug, just like a gramophone pick-
up adaptor.
Ever So Simple.

That is all there is to it, but should you
wish to use reaction still (in spite of the extra
mag.) there is merely one wire to change
over and the controls remain the same as
before. What is more, the unit is so com-
pact that in most cases it can be accom-
modated inside the receiver and generally
on the baseboard.

(Continued on next page.)

MAKE IT FROM THIS

Here is the wiring diagram. The letters against
the flex leads correspond to those on the plug

shown on the next page.
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THE " UNI-POWER "
(Continued front precious page.) 

4

The unit is suitable for any straight-
forward type of set that has only one
L.F. stage, providing a pentode output
valve is not in use. The coupling to the
new valve is resistance -capacity, and the
coupling previously existing between the
detector and output valves now serves to
couple the new valve to the output valve.

You can follow this out for yourself from
the circuit diagraM of the unit and the
diagram of the adaptor plug. You will
note that there are two resistances of the
spaghetti type.

Marking the Holes.
One of these is for coupling, while the

other, the 15;000 -ohm one, serves as an
H.F. choke for reaction purposes. This is
necessary, because the ordinary H.F. choke -
or resistance in the set, is no longer in the
plate circuit of the detector valve when
the unit is in use.

The. plug adaptor is the first thing
to make, and you will agree that the
details are made clearer by the diagram -
than even a long discourse in words would
make them. However, there are one or
two points worth mentioning.

First, as regards marking out the positions
for the holes for the valve pins and sockets.
These are best marked by means of a paper
template, made by pressing the pins of a
valve on to a soft piece of paper. It
is then an easy matter with a scriber or
similar sharp instrument to prick through
the indentations thus made.

Before finally tightening up the nuts

explanation. That is the method of
securing the " back " ends of the spaghettis.

This is quite simple, and consists of clamp-
ing them by nuts and bolts to the ebonite
strip at the back of the unit. Note that
the flex leads making connection to these
spaghettis are also clamped under these
same nuts. For the rest,- just follow the
diagram and all will be simple, for you can't
possibly go wrong.

INSIDE THE ADAPTOR PLUG

The filament and grid pins and sockets are joined together direct,
while flex leads only are connected to the plate pin and socket.

Now let us pass on and assume that
the job is complete, with the flex leads
to the plug already in place.

Just a preliminary word about the new
valve. Almost without exception this
will have a transformer in its anode circuit,
and most likely the detector will be of the
H.F. type, so . the fresh valve should be

ALL COMPLETE AND READY
This is how the unit and adaptor will appear
when you have completed the construction. All
the flex leads, except that for H.T. + should be

twisted up together.

on the pins and sockets, place the former
in a valve socket, and insert a valve in the
latter. This will ensure that they are
tightened up in exactly their correct
positions.

The connections inside the plug, between
the various pins and sockets are best made
before screwing the two pieces of ebonite
to the wooden sides. Short lengths of
flex will be found the best medium.

So far as the actual unit itself is concerned
there is only one point that requires

an ordinary L.F. type with not too low an
impedance. Its filament voltage must be
the same as that of the other valves in use.

The Unit in Operation.
As already indicated, you first remove

your detector valve, and insert the special
adaptor plug in its place, and put the
valve into 'the top of the plug. The new
valve is placed in the holder on the unit.

There are six flex leads coming from the
unit proper, only five of which go to the

plug. The remaining one is marked R.T.
positive, and should be provided with an
ordinary battery plug.

This is the H.T. supply for the detector
valve now, but slon't apply the same
voltage to it as was given to the previous
detector H.T. terminal (unless you were
already applying the maximum H.T..,
available to it), give it more. This will
apply in all cases except where the original

set used resistance - capacity
coupling, which is not at all
likely to be the case.

Apply the maximum voltage
available up to the rating of
the new valve to the detec-
tor's old H.T. terminal, because
this now supplies the valve
that has been added. The
present G.B. - plug should be
left where it is, but a new lead
from the terminal on the plug
should be plugged in 1- or 3 -
volts negative on the same
battery.

Reaction Connections.
If you wish to use reaction,

proceed as follows. Disconnect'
the lead that runs from the
plate terminal of the detector
valve holder to either the reac-
tion coil or to the reaction
condenser, from the plate
terminal, and join this free end

to the nut and bolt on the unit to which
the lead marked P is connected.

You can now shut down the lid of your
set and forget all about the extra valve
that you have added, except to enjoy the
extra volume, and most likely range, if you
work on a loud speaker. You will find
that many stations previously inaudible
on the speaker now come through at good:
speaker strength.

I HERE AND THERE
Foreign programmes-Reception #

hints.
1

Buenos Aires is now working its new
station on 28.98 metres, call sign L S X.

Rabat Radio, Morocco, now relays the main
Rabat programme on 23.8 metres.

The ordinary H.F. screened -grid valve often
works well with only 18 volts on the anode and
30 on the screen.

When an ordinary aerial is joined directly to
the top of a grid coil it introduces an extra
capacity of about .0001 mfd. in parallel with
the tuning condenser.

* *

The small grid bias battery so often used with
a screened grid valve is a valuable aid to the
reduction of high-tension consumption.

* * *

Even neutrodyne condensers are sometimes
of too great a capacity for selective coupling,
the maximum capacity allowable being about
-000002 mfd.

* * *

Properly handled, a one -valve set with re-
action and wave change should be capable of
tuning in at least a dozen foreign stations.

* * *

At present the B.B.C. use about 4,000 miles
of G.P.O. telephone line for S.B. work.

ti
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THE H.T. current consumed by a radio
receiver is a rough guide as to its
power. That is, providing the H.T. is

regulated properly.
Generally speaking, big volume cannot

be obtained unless a fair amount of H.T.
is used. And attempts to reduce the H.T.
current below a certain definite limit, while
retaining the same volume, are likely to lead
to distortion.

However, it is possible, when working
under average household conditions, to
effect quite a saving in H.T. and still get

USES A "DOUBLE EXCITANT"

An H.T. battery which embodies a new principle
of construction and which is claimed to give much

longer service on that account.

very satisfactory results by the careful
adjustment of H.T. voltages and G.B.
tappings.

If it so happens that only a moderate
loud -speaker strength is desired the G.B.
can frequently be increased on the output
valve quite a few volts above the figure
recommended by the makers of the valve.

The specified grid biases for different
values of H.T. are the ideal-they place the
valve in the position of being able to handle
the maximum input. within the limits of its
characteristics.

But it may well happen you don't Nvant
to take the valve anywhere near its limits.
And so you can, quite legitimately, increase
the G.B.

Save Your Milliamps.
Supposing, for sake of example, you have

a small super -power valve in the last valve
holder of your set. And the makers recom-
mend that you should use 120 volts H.T.
and 12 volts grid bias.

By all means use 120 volts H.T. if you
can. However, you may find that you get

* -10-He.... *
You may be able to save quite a
respectable proportion of your
present H.T. current consumption
if you adopt the suggestions
contained in this practical contri-

bution.
By II. A. R. BAXTER.

all the volume you want plus perfect quality
by employing 15 volts grid bias.

This will reduce the H.T. current de-
manded by that last valve and may result
in a saving of quite a few milliamperes.
And every milliampere is valuable where
batteries are concerned.

Much the same applies in a smaller degree
to a first L.F. valve.

Economising Current.
Where grid biasing is recommended for

an H.F. valve, especially of the S.G. type,
always use it. It means, perhaps, another
small battery. But this battery will last
a long time and there will he a marked
economy in that expensive item, H.T.

IT REDUCES YOUR H.T.

The Grid -Bias battery has the important task of
adjusting the flow of H.T. current, so it is false
economy indeed to purchase any other than the
very best makes. The Marconiphone G.B., by the
way, has a special lid, which enables it to be

fixed inside a cabinet with great ease.

Grid bias is not only a method of setting
the valve right for best quality, but can also
be regarded as an H.T. current economiser.

Of course, those who use mains units
won't be worrying so much about the H.T.
current question, though small mains units
have definitely limited outputs.

And to increase G.B.'s where possible
may result in an effective increase in H.T.
voltages subsequent to a reduction in cur-
rent drain. This frequently is a desirable
condition to achieve.

WELL PROTECTED

To prevent shorts and access damp, the modern
battery is well covered until it is taken into service.

While we are on the subject of H.T.
current it may be as well to repeat the
warning that the H.T. current consumption
of a set is not, these days, the consumption
of its L.F. valves plus a negligible H.F.
and detector valve drain.

If there is an H.F. stage, and it uses an
S.G. valve it may run away with quite a
few milliamperes-7certainly enough to con-
tribute materially towards the work a
battery has to do.

A Storage Hint.
Should you be one of those who are

contemplating the purchase or construction
of a new set we would advise you carefully
to calculate its probable H.T. current con-
sumption. If you are restricted to batteries
for the H.T. supply it will constitute a very
important item in the running costs of tin
set.

Finally, remember that an H.T. battery
generally lasts longer when kept in a dry.
cool place and that if it has a cardboard
lid, this should be used to prevent dust.
metal objects, etc. getting in the battery
itself.
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I DON'T want you to get wrong ideas
about things because of the title of this
short article ; you may think it sounds

rather as if there was a great deal to be done
in keeping " the L.T." in order. But that is
not so. The L.T."-or in less colloquial
terms, the low-tension accumulator, or
power supply-is not a complicated business
at all.

Nothing could be simpler than the
ordinary, common -or -garden accumulator ;
and nothing could be more reliable and faith-
ful in service. The average L.T. accumu-
lator will last for several years it treated
properly ; and often it will endure without
protest mishandling over very long periods.

About the Charging.
And the treatment of the accumulator is

not a complicated one. All the wonderful
little " juice box " requires is regular
charging, an occasional drink of distilled
water, or perhaps water with a spot of*
something (acid) in it, and an annual spring
clean.

Let us take these three needs in order.
First of all the charging.

This is not usually done " at home " by
the owner of the battery, although quite a
number of set users with mains do charge
their batteries. The trickle -charger has done
much to revolutionise the listener's regard
of the L.T. battery.

The trickle -charger enables one to keep
the accumulator up to scratch " all the
time. After the set has been in use the
charger is switched on and the small amount
of power extracted from the battery is re-
placed before the set is required again.
Ever so simple, and quite effective !

The Thirst Question.
Without a trickle -charger one has to give

proper " full length " charges to the battery
whenever it becomei half -run down. That
is when the voltmeter shows a bit of a drop
below 2 volts per cell while the battery is in
use, or the hydrometer's second float begins
to sink.

Some batteries have little coloured balls
in them so that one can tell at a glance the
" state of Denmark," and these are exceed-
ingly useful little tell -tale devices. Having
had a warning that the charge is becoming
exhausted, no delay should occur before the
battery is placed on charge, either at home
or at a reputable charging station.

OOKING
\) AFTER
' THE L.T.

Your accumulator will never let you down if you treat it with reason-
able care, and here are some practical hints you should bear in mind.

By K. D. ROGERS.

Charging must be carried out at the proper
rate, and kept on until the cells have
gassed freely for several hours. Inciden-
tally, far too many charging stations take
the batteries off as soon as gassing is fully
established, instead of allowing it to proceed
for some hours.

After charging the cells should be wiped
carefully, all traces of acid spray being
removed, and the terminals should be
coated with petroleum jelly to prevent
corrosion.

And now for need No. 2. Those little
drinks ! These should be administered
whenever it is seen that the battery needs

FOR YOUR PORTABLE

A good example of an up-to-date non -spillable
accumulator.

a " spot of refreshment." and it should be
placed on charge immediately after. If the
level of the acid solution has dropped below
the " Plimsoll," so to speak, and if you are
perfectly sure none has been spilled, the
battery should have a " drink " of distilled
water, sufficient to bring the tide up to
high-water mark again.

If, however, you know you have spilled a
little of the electrolyte, or it has been lost
during charging, owing to gassing, then
a solution of the correct density of acid
must be used. This should be added just
before charging, and this addition can best
be accomplished in the small radio battery
by means of a hydrometer.

The annual spring clean consists in fully
charging the battery and then emptying

out the acid solution. It is then washed
out and fresh acid solution of correct density
is used to fill up the battery, which is placed
on charge again for a few hours. The job
is best done at a charging station.

A Few Don'ts.
So much fOr the main treatment of the

L.T. battery. There remain but a few
points concerning its use or misuse. One of
the most important " dont's " where an accu-
mulator is concerned is in regard to its being
left a long time in a discharged condifion-
as soon as the battery is down to " half
discharge." If you leave it a long time
standing in this condition sulplaation is
likely to occur, and anything like bad
sulphate means the beginning of the end,
where the useful life of the accumulator is
concerned.

Another important " don't " is that con-
cerning the actual amount of current taken
from the battery. The " amperage " of the
accumulator is given on its case as so many
amp. hours. The discharge rate should not
be more than about one -tenth of this figure.

Thus if you have a battery whose capacity
is 20 amp. hours, never discharge it for any
length of time at more than 2 amps. And
never charge it at a rate greater than that
given in the makers' instructions-also
usually about one -tenth of the capacity.

Years of Steady Service.
Summing up, then, the main points to

regard in looking after the L.T. are cleanli-
ness ; (always keep the battery clean) ;
regular charging at the proper rate ; reason-
able discharging ; and keeping the battery
properly topped up. Disregard these simple
precautions, and you cannot expect to get
reliable and long service from even the best
of accumulators. Take care of the battery,
however, and you may reasonably expect
years of good steady current supply.

The storage battery is not a mere tank
into which is poured so much electricity.
It is a scientific electro-chemical device, and
when in use chemical action with all its
latent power is going on the battery
and that power will be turned to wrong
account.

The chemical reactions will go wrong,
the once perfectly controlled atoms and
electrons will run amok, as it were, and the
battery will be ruined.
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CAPT. ECKER S LEY'S
QUERY'
CORNER

THE SIZE OF THE BAFFLE -BOARD -
H.F. VOLUME CONTROL -THE ONLY

WAY-A QUALITY DETECTOR.

Under the above title, week by week, our Chief Radio Consultant comments upon radio queries submitted by " P.W."
readers. Don't address your questions to Capt. Eckersley, however-a selection of those received by the Query

Department in the ordinary way will be answered by him.

The Size of the Baffle -Board.
W. T. (Kensington).-" From what prin-

ciples and data is the size of a baffle -board
for a moving -coil or cone type loud speaker
calculated ?

" How is it possible to decide the lowest
frequencies correctly reproduced by any
given size of baffle, assuming that the loud
speaker and amplifier give an almost perfect
reproduction of all frequencies."

Help ! Must I in a few lines give the whole
theory of baffles, cones, break-up, etc., even
if I, or anyone else, could do so ?

You see, you cannot assume " that the
loud speaker and amplifier give an almost
perfect reproduction of all frequencies."
Amplifier, perhaps ; speaker, no:

It is the interaction of the factors con-
tributed by the diaphragm and the cone
which determine perfection. I can now
answer your question so long as you under-
stand that the answer does not mean
anything much !

The baffle exists to add to the efficiency
of the diaphragm as a radiator. It needs to
compare dimensionally with the lowest
wave -length of sound radiated.

Assuming the velocity of sound as 1,100
ft. per second the wave -length at 50 cycles
is 22 ft. ! But use a baffle about 3 ft. 6 in.,
square and you will be doing all right.

* * *

H.F. Volume Control.
S. D. A. (St. Albans).-" To control

volume in my set I have inserted a resist-
ance in the first tuned circuit, which cer-
tainly gives an excellent control of volume,
but also flattens tuning.

" The result is that unwanted foreign
high -power stations on an adjacent wave-
length break through. Can this fault be
eliminated ? "

High -frequency volume control ! Wint
a beastly subject and what difficulties

If you shunt a plain closed circuit with
a resistance you increase the damping of
the circuit and so its power to respond to
only one band of frequencies is lessened.
This is inevitable.

If you put a potentiometer across a
tuned circuit you have the complication
that volume is not proportional to potentio-
meter setting, owing to capacity effects in
valve and in the device itself.

If you vary screen -grid volts, you may,
if not careful, upset the lineality of
response of the valve.

I know of no royal road to success, and
of no system which maintains constant
selectivity with varying sensitivity. Luckily,
if you wish to reduce sensitivity because the
station is too strong, you also do not
require so much selectivity.

The Only Way.
P. H. (Enfield).-" Some time ago Capt-

Eckersley, in a reply to a reader's query,
stated that he had once calculated the
number of aerials which would have to be
erected in the vicinity of the old 2 L 0
transmitter wholly to absorb the energy
radiated by that transmitter. Capt.

NO WONDER THEY DON'T LAST !

It's easy to ruin an E.T. or Grid -Bias battery by shorting it. Bared
wires, scissors, or anything metallic will quickly run it down it they

touch different sockets simultaneously.

Eckersley implied that a very large number
of aerials would be required, but I gathered
that it was not impossible for a condition
to be achieved whereby a station's power
became insufficient to satisfy the require-
ments of a very large number of local
listeners.

" If this is the case, could not the inter-
ference occasioned by Miihlacker be dealt
with along these lines ? Why not erect
a large number of efficient aerials accurately
tuned to Miihlacker, so that the energy
created by this station in England became
wholly absorbed ? "

Make a screen, in fact. Yes, feasible,
theoretically, for the ground ray, but what
about the space ray ?

We should have to erect a screen s'y a
wave -length high (1,200 ft.) all along tho
east coast of Britain to insulate the ground
ray. And then, having done that, night
time could produce just as strong a signal

which jumped to the Heaviside and came
in over the top of the screen !

No, there's nothing for it but a policy
of insulation-a highly protective wireless
wave tariff consisting of a ccippkr gauze
box to go over the whole of Great Britain !

Then nobody could interfere with us and
we could have 100 broadcasting stations,
and we could interfere with nobody.
Special doors for aeroplanes would be
necessary !

A Quality Detector.
J. B. (Hendon).-" I am undecided as

to which method of detection to use in a
receiver designed solely for
quality reception of the local
stations.

" Either power grid or
anode bend could be adopted,
followed by resistance
coupling. A maximum
H.T. voltage of 400 will be
available and the output
valve will be an L.S.6A.

" Can you give me advice
regarding the respec-
tive merits of the two
methods ? "

If your sole desire is to
have good quality you want
a detector having as straight
a working characteristic as
possible. Thus, I think

you should use either a diode detector or
a grid -leak detector (power connection, so-
called).

The anode -bend detector is out of it as
far as straight line detection is concerned.
The convenience of the anode - bend de-
tector is that it does not damp the closed
circuit and provides an easy means of
applying reaction.

The diode is insensitive and must be
followed by a note magnifier to make diode
and note magnifier equal to a power grid -
leak detector by itself. The sole dis-
advantages of the power grid -leak detector
are that it slightly damps the closed circuit
feeding into it and that the grid con-
denser " cuts off " the higher frequencies
to some slight extent.

This can be largely overcome by careful
design, and in a high -quality set damping of
the circuit is advisable. I should therefore
advise the power grid -leak detector,
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FROM THE TECHNICAL EDITOR'S NOTE BOOK.

ested any
Found-?

THE "FORMO " EXTENSER.
THERE may be a suspicion in the minds

of many constructors that the first
Extensers to be placed on the market

must be, to a certain extent, " try -outs,"
or experimental constructions which are
destined to revision in due course. But
actually this is very far from being the
case.

It does often happen that articles like
coils, for instance, are structurally modified

Here Is the " Porno Extenser. It is fitted with
a slow-motion movement.

and minor improvements embodied during
the earlier periods of their production life,
but such components are quite different
manufacturing propositions.

The making of an object such as the
Extenser calls for the fashioning of expensive
moulds and tools, and it would not: be an
economics undertaking to experiment with
the design after going into production, for
these moulds and tools often cost many
hundreds of pounds each.

The necessity for these special appliances
is mainly the reason why it takes time for
the various concerns to get under way with
the making of Extensers. And the time is
not only spent in the preparation of the
machines, buts also in ensuring that the
design is absolutely perfect before the
serious commitment is made.

A case in point is the " Formo " Extenser,
due, of course, to those well-known radio
manufacturers, Arthur Preen and Co., Ltd.
Immense thought and a colossal amount of
experimentation must have been put into
the design before it was finally decided that

tools and moulds could be
made.

The result is an instrument
of the highest possible standard,
and one that is both a pleasure
to examine and a joy to handle.

Its special feature is a system
of switching that is completely
definite and yet so sleek in
action that even on the direct

drive the rotation of the dial is as smooth
as that of the best of ordinary variables.
There is also a slow-motion control and this,
too, is exceptionally velvety.

The " Formo " Extenser is particularly
neat in general design, and its overall
dimensions compare favourably with the
most compact of variable condensers.

Another attractive point is that all the
terminals are conveniently and accessibly
grouped on the ebonite end moulding.

And talking about mouldings reminds us
to mention that the machine work through-
out is first-rate.

Electrically, the " Formo " Extenser is
perfectly satisfactory. Its minimum is low,
and in that its vane shapes are similar to
those of our standard, its capacity variation
over both bands is, of course, suitably
compensated.

In conclusion, we have no hesitation in
giving the Fcirmo " Extenser our fullest
approval and can recommend its use in any
set.

ARTISTIC CONE PAPERS.
An excellent alternative to the usual

materials for making cones is a parchment
tinted cone paper sold by S. F. Galan, of
Northdown Road, Margate. The paper is
available in brown, green, blue, buff and
pink. These tints are applied in what I
believe is termed a " cloudy " manner, and
I must say they have an attractive appear-
ance. Two thicknesses are available at the
price of ls. 3d. per piece. 'I have had one of
our " Clear -Cuts " made up with the material,
and find it quite satisfactory.

A USEFUL GADGET.
The problem of inter -con-

nections in mains sets or
units is one  that frequently
troubles the conscientious
constructor. An excellent
link is the Quaker Double -
pole Connector. It com-
prises two portions, a plug- -
and a socket. The " poles "
are clearly marked, and the
device is quite non -reversible.

You use this connector
for joining together two
pairs of leads, and it makes
a vastly safer connection
even than soldered joints
with insulating tape. It is
excellently moulded in bake-
lite in various finishes, and
costs 2s.
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CHARTS FOR CONSTRUCTORS.
The latest Ferranti chart gives full

details for the construction of a Ferranti
A.C. Mains Screened -Grid Four receiver.
This is a powerful set claimed to give an
undistorted output of about 2,200 milli -
watts. A copy of the chart is available to
anybody free of charge.

It is a fine production, and interested
readers would be well advised to take advan-
tage of this generous offer.

Mangfacturers and traders are invited
to submit radio apparatus of any kind E
for review purposes. All examinations
and tests are carried out in the " P.W."
Technical Department, with the strictest
of impartiality, under the personal super-
vision

-11.

of the Technical Editor.
We should like to point out that we

E2 prefer to receive production samples H.

picked from stock, and that we cannot
 guarantee their safe return undamaged,
 as it is our practice thoroughly to dissect

much of the gear in the course of our
1 investigations !

And readers should note that the
subsequent reports appearing on this
page are intended as guides to buyers,

 and are, therefore, framed up in a readily
readable manner free from technicalities E
unnecessary for that immediate purpose.

511111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111t111111111111111111111111111117;

A PRICE REDUCTION.
Messrs. J. J. Eastick and Sons announce

that they have reduced the price of their
" Eelex " Earth Bowl -from 5s. 6d. to 3s. 6d.

FOR MAINS ENTHUSIASTS.
"T.W." readers interested in mains gear

are invited by Messrs: Turner & Co., 54,
Station Road, New Southgate, London,
N.11, to send for copies of the. latest list of
" Tunewell " eliminators, mains components,
etc.

" LISTEN TO THE MUSIC."
This is the title of an interesting Igranic

folder which deals with Igranic amplifying
apparatus.

NEW MULLARD LITERATURE.
The Mallard Wireless Service Co., Ltd.,

recently sent us copies of three new additions
to their loose-leaf catalogue. The leaflets
concerned deal with Mullard P.M.1A,
P.M.252, and D.0/25 valves.

Another view of the "Formo " Extenser showing the specially
marked dial and neat " self -changer " mechanism.
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THINGS HAVE

CHANGED SINCE
THEN

Do you remember those early, haphazard days of wireless ? When we used
to fiddle with primitive 'cat's whiskers' and were thrilled by a few faint
sounds? How things have changed ! There is nothing haphazard about the
modern wireless set. Every one of those neat, efficient -looking parts is

meticulously adjusted to harmonise with the others-every one

of them relies on the H.T. Battery for the constant, unwavering

supply of power which alone can ensure per'ect reception. The

EVER READY Battery has taken the uncertainty out of wireless

reception. For the EVER READY special process of manufac-

ture ensures an absolutely even output of adequate voltage,

giving reception without distortion and without fading. EVER

READY were the pioneers in dry batteries
for wireless reception and they still lead

the way.

There is an EVER READY Battery for every
set. Your wireles's dealer knows the one

best suited to your particular requirements.

Ask him about it.

BRITISH MADE

HIGH
TENSION
BATTERIES

The Batteries that give unwavering power
THE EVER READY CO. (GREAT BRITAIN) LTD., HERCULES PLACE, HOLLOWAY, N.7.
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MAKE THIS THE
BEST SET YOU
HAVE BUILT

IF YOU CONSTRUCT
THE "POP" PORTABLE
USE WEARITE COM-
PONENTS 'AND BE
SURE OF THE VERY
BEST RESULTS.

Rotary Type
Switch

This switch is a later and
cheaper model which has
the advantage of one -hole
fixing and has unlimited
ganging facilities.
1.22, 2 -way - price 3/6
1.24, 4 -way - 4/6

H.F. Choke
A first-class component
with a very fine perform-
ance. It covers efficiently
the remarkable range from
10 to 2,000 metres without
any marked resonances.
Self capacity very low.

Type H.F.O. 6/6

Valve Holder. 4- or 5 -pin split sockets.
Fitted with terminals and soldering tags.

Price 1 3
Paxolin Formers. 2" x _ 3 ", for medium -
wave coils. Price 9,1d.
Any special length can be supplied other than
above. Special diameters to order.

W A Til"
compoivi-Afrs/ 740, High St., Tottenham, London, N.17

Phone : Tottenham 3847/8/9.

Write for free illustrated lists and leaflets.
WRIGHT & WEAIRE, LTD.,

PERSPECTIVE IN MUSIC

R.P. M.8
£3:10:0
R.P. M.12£6 0 :0

PERMANENT MAGNET

MOVING -COIL SPEAKER
Think of it-NEW t ELESTION R.P.M. Speakers of the
Moving -Coil type, utilising the finest possible permanent
magnet,' and incorporating the famous Celestion reinforced
diaphragm. The R.P.M. Models have already created a sensa-
tion ! Only w;th Celestion is the true " musical perspective".
truthfully retained. Insist
on your dealer demonstrating

Speakers or write im-
mediately for full particulars.

CELESTION LIMITED, London
Road, Kingston -on -Thames.

LONDON SHOWROOMS : 106,
Victoria Street, S.W.1.

CELESTION
Sellery Soul of Music

LOU D -SPEAKERS

That reminds me. have a

PLAYER
gite Chastity tind Quantity Ciyaltette

61.-1211M1.11=1:10121:1SAC--ZIlliiiiiMM"
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*-.....-
ALL ABOUT YOUR

BATTERIES
(Continued from previous page.)

-0.-4.*

*

ownership labels, carrying handles, and
similar ingenious devices make the selection
of a battery thoroughly interesting nowa-
days.

Selecting the correct,- high-tension battery
is just as important as the right choice of an
accumulator. It is all too easy to go about
it the wrong way.

Don't Buy on Voltage Alone.
In the past too many people bought on

voltage alone, regardless of the fact that
both voltage and current must be con-
sidered or money will he wasted. Even
now many readers spend far more in H.T.
batteries than is necessary.

When choosing an H.T. battery you can
tell at a glance whether it is designed for the
voltage you want, because voltages are
marked upon it. But unless you are a
millionaire and can afford to throw your

THE NEW
PROCESS

A very well known
H.T. battery that needs
n o introduction t o

readers.

money away you must think about its
current as well.

Briefly the point is this. If your set takes
much more current than the H.T.B. was
supposed to give, you simply kill the bat-
tery, and spend money unnecessarily on
replacements.

Some sets take twice as much H.T.
current as others. Same voltage, same
number of valves, perhaps. But a different

H.T. current, requiring another type H.T.
battery to supply it.

And if you want to waste good money a
sure way is to keep on buying the wrong -
capacity H.T. battery.

The ordinary small battery can only
be asked to supply a set which requires
up to 4  or perhaps 5 milliamps. But if
your set wants more than that you must
have a battery of larger capacity.

Any good make of H.T. battery-what-
ever the size or voltage-is rated to supply
a certain maximum current, and will last
for months if worked below or at that dis-

WHAT'S IN A NAME?

The makers evidently have confidence in their
battery to name it thus !

charge rate. However good it is it will not
last long if you over -run it.

The golden rule is to find out how much
H.T. current your valves need, and then buy
the type of H.T. battery that can supply that
number of milliamps.

Use a Milliammeter.
You can ascertain the valves' require-

ments by measurement (placing a milli -
ammeter in the H.T. neg. lead) or by calcu-
lation; for the valve makers tell you the
anode current, and the screen current wit i(
must be added to the anode current for S.G.
and pentode types.

The best way is the milliammeter meas-
urement, for you can easily go wrong in
calculation by forgetting the effect of differ-
ent values of H.T. voltage and grid bias.

Once you have determined what your
milliamp requirements are the dealer or
battery maker can tell -you what type of
battery to use for economical running. Its
first cost may be higher than you paid before

Popular Wireless, July Nth, 1931.

H.T. and G.H. representatives of a very long-
established firm.

but you'll save the difference many times
over in the long run.

Equally important from the E. s. d. point
of view is the grid -bias battery. In itself it
is not so expensive to buy, but neglect to
use sufficient bias puts up your H.T. cur-
rent immediately, and so hits your pocket
directly.

Fortunately, a good quality grid battery
will usually last six months or so without
letting you down or causing a moment's
worry. It's a comparatively small battery,
but its voltage must be right if you want
quality combined with low running costs.

Keep a Cheek on Consumption.
And that brings us to the question of

maintenance. How should we keep a
check on our batteries ?

Other articles in this week's issue of
" P.V." will be found to contain good advice

MORE H.T.B.'s

Yet another favourite is the Pertrix.

on this subject, and it will be sufficient here
to say that the three -valve set owner will
be well advised to take regular " soundings"
with a voltmeter and milliammeter to
see if his batteries are up to scratch.

A DIVERSITY OF BATTERY TYPES, SHAPES AND SIZES.

LL ABOUT YOU
Popular Wireless, July 18th, 1931.

R
BATT TRIES

THIS is not going to be the ordinary
" All About Batteries " sort of
article, because the usual zinc -and -

carbon -immersed -in -a -container kind of
thing is not a bit interesting. Let us look at
batteries simply from the radio set -owner's
point of view.

Why do we need batteries at all ? We
pay down good money for a battery because

A new H.T. battery which
has already won many

admirers.

what we get from the dealer is a miniature
power -station. It is concentrated electrical
energy.

As soon as you put your switch to the
" On " position, current from the L.T.
battery flows through and heats the
filament of the valve. And then after this
the H.T. battery " sits up " and takes a
hand in the proceedings.

t Some detailed and helpful inform-
ation about the choice and use
of those indispensable accessories
upon which your set depends for

its power supply.
By P. R. BIRD.

* -0.-4.-4.-4- -4- -4- -4-

The current that it supplies is a much
smaller one than that flowing from the L.T.
battery, but its voltage-or pressure-is
much higher.

The H.T. or anode current must cross
the vacuum inside the valve's bulb. entering
at one electiode and leaving by a, different
one.

Big Batteries Best.

In ordinary three -electrode valves it
crosses between the filament and the. plate.
When an. S.G. valve or a pentode is being
employed, some of the H.T. current uses
this filament -plate route, and some more of
it flows between filament and^the screening -
grid.

And at all these various points there
must be adequate electrical power, at the
correct pressitre.

The foregoing facts are mentioned
because it is essential to picture the batteries
as suppliers of those steady and silent
streams of current through the valve upon
which the set depends for its whole action.

Therefore, unless these batteries are
well-chosen in the first place, and well
looked after in use, the very soul and
centre. of your set is being starved. You can
never get full trouble -free service from a
set unless its power -supply is adequate.

The first thing, then, is to choose the
correct sort of battery. Let us take the
case of an L.T. battery first.

You can plug in with confidence-it is ever ready
for service.

Its function will be to supply the
filament current. And obviously, the more
valves there are in the set, the bigger the
battery will need to be.

And, of course, it must be of the correct
voltage to suit your valves. The most
popular type of valve is the 2-volter,
because its efficiency is virtually the same
as the fours or sixes, and it requires a battery

(Continued on next page.)

SOME ILLUSTRATED SUGGESTIONS FOR THE PURCHASER

A good carrying handle like the Three -Star's is a great asset. The Lively " 0 " H.T. battery is, of course, an Oldham product, and beside it is another tamoits
battery, the Ediswan. In the Pertrix great attention has been paid to such details as the terminals and plug and the neatly -attached handle.The first two photographs show an H.T. accumula or and a dry battery, both giving 60 volts, and on the right is an unspillable 2 -volt accumulator for portable receivers.
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To keep your batteries in good condition you can
do your own recharging.

HOW TO CHOOSE AND USE THE BATTERIES FOR YOUR SET

only one-half or one-third of the size of the
other types.

Suppose, then, that we are going to use
2 -volt valves. What size should the
accumulator be ?

How Much Current?
To decide this, we must know the amount

of current to be used. And every valve
maker tells you how much is required to
feed the valve he supplies to you.

For an S.G. valve it will probably be
about 15 amp, and for a detector .1 amp.
Ordinary L.F. valves also take about
.1 amp.

The exact figures for your own valves
are available, being invariably supplied at
the time of purchase, either stamped on the
valve itself or printed on its container or
the accompanying leaflet. (If you have
lost this the dealer can tell you.)

To find the total filament current of the

We -known initials and a
well-known battery.

set simply add the respective figures
together. A very typical case for a three -
valve set would be :

Screened -grid H.F. valve .. .15 amp.
Detector .. 1
Power valve .. 2

Total filament current -45 amp.

" Feeding " the Family!
Thus the set will take a little less than

half an ampere from the L.T. battery all
the time it is running. The next question is
how long will that be ?

You know approximately how much
will be used, so there is no difficulty in this.
Taking an average case again, let us
suppose you will be using the set for about
four hours per day, which gives you an
average of 28 hours per week.

We now know the total current required
from the low-tension battery in a week. It

Excellent contacts are provided by this type of
spring " socket."

will be. in this typical instance, .45 amp.
for a period of 28 hours.

You will notice that both " amperes
and " hours " enter into the calculation. So
let us multiply one by the other and get
it down to that very handy unit, the
ampere -hour.

All we have to do is to find the product.

.45 X 28 = 12.6 ampere -hours per week.
This is the heart of the matter. Now
that we know in this particular instance
we shall want about twelve -and -a -half
ampere -hours per week, we can see what the
dealer has to offer us.

We find that 2 -volt L.T. batteries are
available in various ampere -hour capacities
-20 ampere -hours, 30 ampere -hours. etc.
But you may note that in referring to them
the dealer may say This is a 20 -
actual " ; " This is a 30 -actual, " etc.
What does that " actual " mean ?

The holes in the cover provide convenient access
to the sockets below.

Simply this : The ampere -hour capacity
of an accumulator is very much less when it
is discharged continuously for hours on
end-as you will want to discharge it, for
radio-than when it is discharged momen-
tarily and then allowed to recover.

Timely Warning
In fact, its actual discharge rating, under

radio conditions, will be only about half of
its " ignition " rating-which is what they
call the intermittent discharge figure. So you
want to know the actual -ampere -hour rating.

All good batteries give this figure, and all
good dealers refer to it when they speak of a
battery to be used for radio purposes.

But some of the so-called cheap "
batteries only give the ignition rating, in
which case you must mentally halve it, and
go carefully ! (It really pays to go to a
good man and get a good, sound article,
you sec.)

SOME PRACTICAL SUGGESTIONS FOR OBTAINING

(That is just a bit of good advice by the
way ! Let us get back to the final choice of
our battery.)

Knowing that you are going to use a set
which takes about 12 ampere -hours per
week, your next concern will be convenience
in the charging. If you get a 20 -actual
ampere -hour battery it would last between
one and two weeks-rather awkward !

How about a 30 -actual " ? Two weeks'
current at 12i is about 25 ampere-hours-
that leaves a nice little margin for emergen-
cies.

Replaceable
cells are
employed in
this type, which has
a glass lid. (Lepton

Battery Co.).

A " 30 -actual " accumulator, then, would
last two weeks before it needed recharging,
and you would easily remember to get it
charged at the regular intervals.

Another advantage would be the margin
-25 ampere -hours' use against a 30 -ampere -
hour rating. So you would always be on the
right side if you wanted a little extra
- juice " for some specially good pro-
grammes.

A Useful-Sizt ' "Juice Box "
Thus the 30 -actual accumulator would

be a good choice under the foregoing cir-
cumstances, and other requirements may
be worked out in the same way. But there
are several considerations to bear in mind.

Don't be tempted to get too big an
accumulator for very infrequent recharging.

It will deteriorate if it is not kept actively
working, regular discharges and charges
being the ideal treatment for it.

On the other hand, too small an accumu-
lator will often be liable to get run right
down, which is not good for it. Though
there is much to be said for two fairly small
accumulators, one running the set whilst its
fellow is being recharged. In fact, if you
carry your own to the charging station this
is generally the most convenient method.

Catering for all Classes

Country dwellers living at some little
distance from a charging station are well
catered for by the special slow -discharge
type of battery now available. Unlike
ordinary accumulators these do not suffer
if called upon to give a small current with
infrequent recharging, and so are just the
thing for such circumstances.

Alternatively there are special L.T. bat-
teries, including the wet primary type,

During the hot weather the loss by evaporation
should be made good with distilled water.

which need infrequent, replacements to keep
them in condition, for those living right
away from all charging facilities. And
reference to the catalogues of firms adver-
tising in " P.W." will help the listener who
is so situated.

Write to any of the good battery firm
f

A TROUBLE FREE RADIO POWER SUPPLY

It has a label to carry the owner's name
and address, saving confusion at the

charging station

stating your needs, and you will find them
pleased to be of service in advising you as
to the best, types for your special require-
ments. And incidentally the illustrations
in " P.W." bear testimony to the skill of
the British manufacturer in catering for
the radio public's needs.

As soon as listeners got into the habit of
carrying small accumulators about in
portable sets, which spilled the acid, the
manufacturer came along with unspillable
types, jelly electrolytes, and all sorts of
similar dodges. Some of these batteries
are little miracles of ingenuity.

Another excellent idea is the self-con-
tained indicator battery, in which coloured
floats tell the listener when a recharge will
be necessary. And transparent cases,

(Continued on next pole.)

A favourite on the Continent, as well as in this
country.

Above we have several different types of battery. First a glass -contained accumulator, then one of the 8 -volt " Wife " steel type, next to the " Voles " H.T., which
is a Ward and Goldstone product. The fourth is a Standard Wet H.T. Battery,

Ingenious indicators, which tell the owner when recharging is necessary, are incorporated in the Dagenita L.T.B. Beside it we have the well-known G.E.0
" Magnet " battery, and a " Jelectro " non -spillable portable accumulator.
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To keep your batteries in good condition you can
do your own recharging.

HOW TO CHOOSE AND USE THE BATTERIES FOR YOUR SET

only one-half or one-third of the size of the
other types.

Suppose, then, that we are going to use
2 -volt valves. What size should the
accumulator be ?

How Much Current?
To decide this, we must know the amount

of current to be used. And every valve
maker tells you how much is required to
feed the valve he supplies to you.

For an S.G. valve it will probably be
about 15 amp, and for a detector .1 amp.
Ordinary L.F. valves also take about
.1 amp.

The exact figures for your own valves
are available, being invariably supplied at
the time of purchase, either stamped on the
valve itself or printed on its container or
the accompanying leaflet. (If you have
lost this the dealer can tell you.)

To find the total filament current of the

We -known initials and a
well-known battery.

set simply add the respective figures
together. A very typical case for a three -
valve set would be :

Screened -grid H.F. valve .. .15 amp.
Detector .. 1
Power valve .. 2

Total filament current -45 amp.

" Feeding " the Family!
Thus the set will take a little less than

half an ampere from the L.T. battery all
the time it is running. The next question is
how long will that be ?

You know approximately how much
will be used, so there is no difficulty in this.
Taking an average case again, let us
suppose you will be using the set for about
four hours per day, which gives you an
average of 28 hours per week.

We now know the total current required
from the low-tension battery in a week. It

Excellent contacts are provided by this type of
spring " socket."

will be. in this typical instance, .45 amp.
for a period of 28 hours.

You will notice that both " amperes
and " hours " enter into the calculation. So
let us multiply one by the other and get
it down to that very handy unit, the
ampere -hour.

All we have to do is to find the product.

.45 X 28 = 12.6 ampere -hours per week.
This is the heart of the matter. Now
that we know in this particular instance
we shall want about twelve -and -a -half
ampere -hours per week, we can see what the
dealer has to offer us.

We find that 2 -volt L.T. batteries are
available in various ampere -hour capacities
-20 ampere -hours, 30 ampere -hours. etc.
But you may note that in referring to them
the dealer may say This is a 20 -
actual " ; " This is a 30 -actual, " etc.
What does that " actual " mean ?

The holes in the cover provide convenient access
to the sockets below.

Simply this : The ampere -hour capacity
of an accumulator is very much less when it
is discharged continuously for hours on
end-as you will want to discharge it, for
radio-than when it is discharged momen-
tarily and then allowed to recover.

Timely Warning
In fact, its actual discharge rating, under

radio conditions, will be only about half of
its " ignition " rating-which is what they
call the intermittent discharge figure. So you
want to know the actual -ampere -hour rating.

All good batteries give this figure, and all
good dealers refer to it when they speak of a
battery to be used for radio purposes.

But some of the so-called cheap "
batteries only give the ignition rating, in
which case you must mentally halve it, and
go carefully ! (It really pays to go to a
good man and get a good, sound article,
you sec.)

SOME PRACTICAL SUGGESTIONS FOR OBTAINING

(That is just a bit of good advice by the
way ! Let us get back to the final choice of
our battery.)

Knowing that you are going to use a set
which takes about 12 ampere -hours per
week, your next concern will be convenience
in the charging. If you get a 20 -actual
ampere -hour battery it would last between
one and two weeks-rather awkward !

How about a 30 -actual " ? Two weeks'
current at 12i is about 25 ampere-hours-
that leaves a nice little margin for emergen-
cies.

Replaceable
cells are
employed in
this type, which has
a glass lid. (Lepton

Battery Co.).

A " 30 -actual " accumulator, then, would
last two weeks before it needed recharging,
and you would easily remember to get it
charged at the regular intervals.

Another advantage would be the margin
-25 ampere -hours' use against a 30 -ampere -
hour rating. So you would always be on the
right side if you wanted a little extra
- juice " for some specially good pro-
grammes.

A Useful-Sizt ' "Juice Box "
Thus the 30 -actual accumulator would

be a good choice under the foregoing cir-
cumstances, and other requirements may
be worked out in the same way. But there
are several considerations to bear in mind.

Don't be tempted to get too big an
accumulator for very infrequent recharging.

It will deteriorate if it is not kept actively
working, regular discharges and charges
being the ideal treatment for it.

On the other hand, too small an accumu-
lator will often be liable to get run right
down, which is not good for it. Though
there is much to be said for two fairly small
accumulators, one running the set whilst its
fellow is being recharged. In fact, if you
carry your own to the charging station this
is generally the most convenient method.

Catering for all Classes

Country dwellers living at some little
distance from a charging station are well
catered for by the special slow -discharge
type of battery now available. Unlike
ordinary accumulators these do not suffer
if called upon to give a small current with
infrequent recharging, and so are just the
thing for such circumstances.

Alternatively there are special L.T. bat-
teries, including the wet primary type,

During the hot weather the loss by evaporation
should be made good with distilled water.

which need infrequent, replacements to keep
them in condition, for those living right
away from all charging facilities. And
reference to the catalogues of firms adver-
tising in " P.W." will help the listener who
is so situated.

Write to any of the good battery firm
f

A TROUBLE FREE RADIO POWER SUPPLY

It has a label to carry the owner's name
and address, saving confusion at the

charging station

stating your needs, and you will find them
pleased to be of service in advising you as
to the best, types for your special require-
ments. And incidentally the illustrations
in " P.W." bear testimony to the skill of
the British manufacturer in catering for
the radio public's needs.

As soon as listeners got into the habit of
carrying small accumulators about in
portable sets, which spilled the acid, the
manufacturer came along with unspillable
types, jelly electrolytes, and all sorts of
similar dodges. Some of these batteries
are little miracles of ingenuity.

Another excellent idea is the self-con-
tained indicator battery, in which coloured
floats tell the listener when a recharge will
be necessary. And transparent cases,

(Continued on next pole.)

A favourite on the Continent, as well as in this
country.

Above we have several different types of battery. First a glass -contained accumulator, then one of the 8 -volt " Wife " steel type, next to the " Voles " H.T., which
is a Ward and Goldstone product. The fourth is a Standard Wet H.T. Battery,

Ingenious indicators, which tell the owner when recharging is necessary, are incorporated in the Dagenita L.T.B. Beside it we have the well-known G.E.0
" Magnet " battery, and a " Jelectro " non -spillable portable accumulator.
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ALL ABOUT YOUR

BATTERIES
(Continued from previous page.)
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ownership labels, carrying handles, and
similar ingenious devices make the selection
of a battery thoroughly interesting nowa-
days.

Selecting the correct,- high-tension battery
is just as important as the right choice of an
accumulator. It is all too easy to go about
it the wrong way.

Don't Buy on Voltage Alone.
In the past too many people bought on

voltage alone, regardless of the fact that
both voltage and current must be con-
sidered or money will he wasted. Even
now many readers spend far more in H.T.
batteries than is necessary.

When choosing an H.T. battery you can
tell at a glance whether it is designed for the
voltage you want, because voltages are
marked upon it. But unless you are a
millionaire and can afford to throw your

THE NEW
PROCESS

A very well known
H.T. battery that needs
n o introduction t o

readers.

money away you must think about its
current as well.

Briefly the point is this. If your set takes
much more current than the H.T.B. was
supposed to give, you simply kill the bat-
tery, and spend money unnecessarily on
replacements.

Some sets take twice as much H.T.
current as others. Same voltage, same
number of valves, perhaps. But a different

H.T. current, requiring another type H.T.
battery to supply it.

And if you want to waste good money a
sure way is to keep on buying the wrong -
capacity H.T. battery.

The ordinary small battery can only
be asked to supply a set which requires
up to 4  or perhaps 5 milliamps. But if
your set wants more than that you must
have a battery of larger capacity.

Any good make of H.T. battery-what-
ever the size or voltage-is rated to supply
a certain maximum current, and will last
for months if worked below or at that dis-

WHAT'S IN A NAME?

The makers evidently have confidence in their
battery to name it thus !

charge rate. However good it is it will not
last long if you over -run it.

The golden rule is to find out how much
H.T. current your valves need, and then buy
the type of H.T. battery that can supply that
number of milliamps.

Use a Milliammeter.
You can ascertain the valves' require-

ments by measurement (placing a milli -
ammeter in the H.T. neg. lead) or by calcu-
lation; for the valve makers tell you the
anode current, and the screen current wit i(
must be added to the anode current for S.G.
and pentode types.

The best way is the milliammeter meas-
urement, for you can easily go wrong in
calculation by forgetting the effect of differ-
ent values of H.T. voltage and grid bias.

Once you have determined what your
milliamp requirements are the dealer or
battery maker can tell -you what type of
battery to use for economical running. Its
first cost may be higher than you paid before
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H.T. and G.H. representatives of a very long-
established firm.

but you'll save the difference many times
over in the long run.

Equally important from the E. s. d. point
of view is the grid -bias battery. In itself it
is not so expensive to buy, but neglect to
use sufficient bias puts up your H.T. cur-
rent immediately, and so hits your pocket
directly.

Fortunately, a good quality grid battery
will usually last six months or so without
letting you down or causing a moment's
worry. It's a comparatively small battery,
but its voltage must be right if you want
quality combined with low running costs.

Keep a Cheek on Consumption.
And that brings us to the question of

maintenance. How should we keep a
check on our batteries ?

Other articles in this week's issue of
" P.V." will be found to contain good advice

MORE H.T.B.'s

Yet another favourite is the Pertrix.

on this subject, and it will be sufficient here
to say that the three -valve set owner will
be well advised to take regular " soundings"
with a voltmeter and milliammeter to
see if his batteries are up to scratch.

A DIVERSITY OF BATTERY TYPES, SHAPES AND SIZES.

LL ABOUT YOU
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R
BATT TRIES

THIS is not going to be the ordinary
" All About Batteries " sort of
article, because the usual zinc -and -

carbon -immersed -in -a -container kind of
thing is not a bit interesting. Let us look at
batteries simply from the radio set -owner's
point of view.

Why do we need batteries at all ? We
pay down good money for a battery because

A new H.T. battery which
has already won many

admirers.

what we get from the dealer is a miniature
power -station. It is concentrated electrical
energy.

As soon as you put your switch to the
" On " position, current from the L.T.
battery flows through and heats the
filament of the valve. And then after this
the H.T. battery " sits up " and takes a
hand in the proceedings.

t Some detailed and helpful inform-
ation about the choice and use
of those indispensable accessories
upon which your set depends for

its power supply.
By P. R. BIRD.

* -0.-4.-4.-4- -4- -4- -4-

The current that it supplies is a much
smaller one than that flowing from the L.T.
battery, but its voltage-or pressure-is
much higher.

The H.T. or anode current must cross
the vacuum inside the valve's bulb. entering
at one electiode and leaving by a, different
one.

Big Batteries Best.

In ordinary three -electrode valves it
crosses between the filament and the. plate.
When an. S.G. valve or a pentode is being
employed, some of the H.T. current uses
this filament -plate route, and some more of
it flows between filament and^the screening -
grid.

And at all these various points there
must be adequate electrical power, at the
correct pressitre.

The foregoing facts are mentioned
because it is essential to picture the batteries
as suppliers of those steady and silent
streams of current through the valve upon
which the set depends for its whole action.

Therefore, unless these batteries are
well-chosen in the first place, and well
looked after in use, the very soul and
centre. of your set is being starved. You can
never get full trouble -free service from a
set unless its power -supply is adequate.

The first thing, then, is to choose the
correct sort of battery. Let us take the
case of an L.T. battery first.

You can plug in with confidence-it is ever ready
for service.

Its function will be to supply the
filament current. And obviously, the more
valves there are in the set, the bigger the
battery will need to be.

And, of course, it must be of the correct
voltage to suit your valves. The most
popular type of valve is the 2-volter,
because its efficiency is virtually the same
as the fours or sixes, and it requires a battery

(Continued on next page.)

SOME ILLUSTRATED SUGGESTIONS FOR THE PURCHASER

A good carrying handle like the Three -Star's is a great asset. The Lively " 0 " H.T. battery is, of course, an Oldham product, and beside it is another tamoits
battery, the Ediswan. In the Pertrix great attention has been paid to such details as the terminals and plug and the neatly -attached handle.The first two photographs show an H.T. accumula or and a dry battery, both giving 60 volts, and on the right is an unspillable 2 -volt accumulator for portable receivers.
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I AMAZING RECEPTION FROM

THE POP-PORTABLE -

Due to READY RADIO COILS!

The use of Ready Radio Medium -Wave Coil and

Quoit Coils improves the performance of the "Pop -

Portable" to an amazing degree. They are wound

strictly to "Popular Wireless" specification and

bear the Ready Radio guarantees of utmost effi-

ciency and first-class workmanship.
2 READY RADIO READY-WOUND QUOITS

(Long Waves) - - pair 7/6

1 READY RADIO Medium-Wave COIL (actually

specified by "P.W.")
5/ -

.Flake surf, of gelling the best possible performance front

your " Pop -Portable" by buying a Ready Radio Kit!

THE " POP -PORTABLE "
£ s. d.

1 ReadiRad portable cabin, t to sp,cifi,at ion 2 5 0
2 .1 .B. -000u-mfd, condensers, slow-motion

log type. 40-1 ratio .. 1 1
1 ReadiRad 00015-mfd.  differential re-

action condenser 5 0
2 T.C.O. .01-mfd. fixed condensers 5 0
3 Telsen flied condensers. .001-mfd..

.0003 -mfg. and .0001-mfd. 1 6
2 T.C.C. 1-mfd. fixed condensers 5 8
1 T.C.C.2-mfd. fixed condenser ... 3 10
2 Lewcos 600 -ohm flexible resistances .- 1 6

1 ReadiRad 10.000 -ohm flexible resistance 1 0
1 ReadiRad 25.000 -ohm flexible resistance 1 6
1 Lessees 100.000 -ohm flexible resistance 1 6
1 ReadiRad 5-metcohm grid leak and holder 1 4
1 ReadiRad 1-megolun grid leak and holder 1 4
1 ReadiRad 2-rnegohni grid leak and holder 1 4

1 Telsen R.F. choke 2 0
3 Telsen 4 -ran valve holders ... 1 6
I W.E. horizontal type valve holder.. 1 3
1 Wearite 2 -nay rotary switch with terminals 4 0
1 Wearite 4 -way rotary switch with ter-

minals and indicating knob 5 6
1 Telsen " Ace" L.F. transformer 5 6
1 Set Bulgin frame aerial spacer -.1 3
1 Screen and foil to specification .. . 3 6
1 ?dullard portable loud -speaker unit 1 18 6
I ReadiRad wound medium waveeoil as specified 5 0
2 ReadiRad wound coil quoits for long waves... 7 6
4 Oz. reel 24 e D.S.C. wire for short wave

frame aerial 2 2
4 Oz. reel 30 g D.S.C. wire for ong wave

frame aerial 3 0
1 Packet ReadiRad "Jiffilinx " for wiring 2 6
4 Valves to specification (S.G., Oct.. L.F.

lied Power) 2 7 n
Flex. wander plugs, spades, crocodile clips, etc. 1 10

TOTAL !Including valves and cabinets £11 9 0

" POP -PORTABLE "
CABINET WITH

WOUND FRAME AERIAL
The Cabinet supplied with Nit " C " can be ob-
tained separately, with ready -wound tram.; aerial

PRICE £2.15.0
Cabinet without aerial

PRICE £2 5x0
RECOMMENDED ACCESSORIES.

1 C.A.V. 2 N.S. 17 unspillable accumulator 16
1 Fuller 9 -volt O. El battery ... 1

1 Fuller W.O.P. 100 portable battery ... 15 O

You can now buy your Ready Radio Kit from
your local dealer, but be sure it is a genuine
Ready Radio Kit.

TO -STOIIERS
Your goods are despatched post free or
carriage paid.

TO OVERSE,IS ('U.ST0111.:IlS
All your goods are eery carefully packed
for export owl insured. all eliallips
forward.

IMMEDIATE DESPATCH ORDER FORM
ORDER FORM. To READY RADIO (R.R. Ltd.)

159, Borough High Street, London, Bridge, S.E.1.
CASH ORDER. Please despatch to me at once the

ior which I enclose payment in full of £ .

C.O.D. ORDER. Please des7atch to me at once
t', -pi. i I for which I Will pay in full the sum of

EASY PAYMENT ORDER. Please despatch my
Payeitait rtier for the goods specified for which E

i enclose firt deposit of

Nara,

Address

Kit required

THE

"POP -PORTABLE
7

Completely assembled, , i th v,i!,... am! cahi
net, ready for use
and aerial tested. £13

. 90Royalties included .

or 12 monthly payments of 24, 9

KIT "A" (less valves
and cabinet) £6:16:6

or 12 equal monthly instalments of 12 : 6

KIT "B" (with valves £9:4:0less cabinet)
or 12 equal monthly instalments of 17 : 0

KIT "C" and cabinet)
(with valves £1190.

or 12 equal monthly instalments o. £1 : 1 : 0

159, BOROUGHBOROUGH HIGH STREET.
LONDON BRIDGE. S.E.I.

7e,ep4on< Hoo5555(Pdwretroisewl

feiegvm READ/BAD. SED/Sr
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WITH THE
B. B.C. inthe
NORTH

By LESLIE W. A. BAILY.

Aberdeen, 500 miles from London, is
the B.B.C.'s most distant outpost.
This week, Mr. Baily, who has been
touring B.B.C. stations in the North
of England and Scotland for " Popular
Wireless," tells of his visit to 2 B D.

No. 3.-ABERDEEN.

ABERDEEN is the B.B.C.'s " furthest
North." The station stands to -day
more or less as it was opened in 1923.

At one time there were two large studios,
but local programmes have been drastically
curtailed, and the accommodation has been
accordingly reduced.

There is now a small talks' studio, and one
of the old "large" studios remains. ("Large"
in the 1923 sense, diminutive by comparison
with the latest studios at Edinburgh,
Manchester and London.) Complete with
old-fashioned curtainings, it is below street
level.

" Silent " Microphones.
On one afternoon a. week and on an

occasional evening Aberdeen's studios are
used ; for the rest of the time the microphones
hang in silence and semi -darkness. When
the lights were switched on for me to peer
into these vacant and somewhat gloomy
rooms I wondered whether they were
haunted by the ghosts of their former busy
activities-of the station orchestra (long
since disbanded), of R. E. Jeffrey, who was
station director there before he became
dramatic director at Savoy Hill, of the
primitive era of broadcasting when the
landlines were so noisy and so unreliable
that Aberdeen always had a stand-by
programme ready to put on, and when the
news bulletin sometimes arrived over the
line from London so mutilated and distorted
that it was not " put out " from the
Aberdeen transmitter.

A Wireless Link.
How different now ! The news is broadcast

as regularly as clockwork and the voice of
the London announcer comes as clear as a
bell from the Aberdeen transmitter, after a
journey along 500 miles of line.

There is occasionally slight landline noise,
and music relayed from London is sometimes
low -toned, lacking the fine clarity of music
heard from, say, Brookmans Park ; but
considering the length of landline the
quality is remarkably good.

The alterations in the landline system,
which I will describe next week, will still
further improve the quality, and as the
Aberdeen transmitter is definitely to be
retained when the Scottish high -power

station comes into service it is reasonable
to assume that sooner or later the B.B.C.
will re -condition the eight -year -old trans-
mitter.

During the daytime there is no landline
connection between Aberdeen and London.

A receiving set on the outskirts of Aber-
deen picks up 5 X X and hands it over a
landline to the local transmitter. The
quality is quite good and although 5 X X
sometimes fades slightly at this distance the
Engineer -in -Charge told me that the fading
is generally negligible.

The main fare from the Aberdeen trans-
mitter nowadays is the London programme,
but there are frequent Scottish Regional
programmes. The transmitters at Edin-
burgh, Glasgow, Dundee and Aberdeen are
linked by landline day and night, and on
these regional programme occasions this

MOORSIDE'S MIGHTY MASTS.

A view taken soon after the erection of the great
masts for the-B.B.C.'s North Regional station.

network is connected to a studio at Edin-
burgh or Glasgow or Aberdeen.

" My object is to throw something worth
while into the Scottish pool of programmes,"
said the B.B.C.'s Aberdeen Programme
Representative to me. " Aberdeen's con-
tributions are small, but they are of better
quality than they used to be. We demand
a higher standard now."

No " Station Director."
The " representative " (the title Station

Director is now defunct) is Ian Whyte, who
is perhaps better known in Scotland as a
rising modernist composer. Watching the
B.B.C.'s interests at Aberdeen is a part-
time job, the rest of his time being spent
at Aboyne, 40 miles away, where Lord
Glantanar encourages musical activities in
which Whyte takes a prominent part.

This rugged young Scot, Ian Whyte, is a
virile and unconventional person. When I
interviewed him in his office at Aberdeen he
discussed broadcasting, Scottish music, Sir
Harry Lauder, opera, the public taste, and
himself in such outspoken terms that it
would be indiscreet of me to reveal them
here, and all the' time he was scrawling on
sheets of music manuscript the instrumental
parts of a new work of his which was to be
given its first performance by the B.B.C.
orchestra at Edinburgh..

A Staff of Twelve.
The staff at Aberdeen consists of Whyte

(who has been associated officially with the
B.B.C. only a few months), the Engineer -in -

Charge (who has been here since 1923),
Ronald L. Malcolm (who has lately been
appointed assistant to Mr. Whyte), seven
engineers, and two typists.

The transmitter, about a mile from the
offices and studios, is installed in a wing of
a steam laundry. The aerial hangs between
two 110 -ft. steel masts. Recently tuning -
fork control apparatus was fitted so that
Aberdeen could go on the common wave-
length (288 metres), the Aberdeen wave
(301 metres) being required for the North
National transmitter.

The transmitter is of the " Q " type, as
fitted to what the B.B.C. used to call its

main " stations. Its power under the
new rating is 1.2 kilowatts.
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The perfect
jelly acid
battery...
Engineers have known for

a long time that the jelly

acid battery would be the

ideal battery for portable

sets if only it could be

made as efficient as a

liquid acid battery. Its ad-

vantages in safety and

cleanliness were obvious.

But jelly acid batteries

suffered from certain seri-

ous electrical defects and

they were not suitable for

general use until these had

been removed. Exide have

removed them. The new

Exide Gel-cel Battery com-

pares in efficiency with the

best liquid acid batteries

and yet has all the advan-

tages of jelly acid. it is

absolutely unspillaiale

There is a size to suit every set.

and leak -proof. As an

extra precaution against

the escape of residual

acid this battery has an

improved acid trap and

a seamless case with

double bottom. It is the

safest battery ever

produced. When the

present battery in your

portable set must be

replaced, take no risks

- fit an Exide Gel-cel.

Prices range from 13/.

From Exide Service Stations or any reputable dealer. Exide Service Stations give service on every make of batleirl.y.

Exide Batteries, Clifton Junction, near Manchester. Branches at London, Manchester, Birmingham, Bristol and Glasgow.
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STATIONS WORTH
HEAR16Nlii

Some practical distant -programme notes compiled by a special
contributor who nightly searches the ether in order to obtain

really up-to-the-minute information for " P.W." readers.

N the early days of the Great 'War weI used to comfort one another with the
reminder that the first seven years

were always the worst. So with summer
wireless, at'any rate, in 1931. '

We have had a bad time with atmo-
spherics during the earlier part of the
lighter and alleged brighter period, and
one can fairly safely prophesy that condi-
tions .will rapidly improve now that we
have passed the longest day. It has been
on the whole the most atmosphericky
summer that I can remember.

Atmospherics on the Increase.
It has been suggested that we notice

atmospherics more nowadays because we
are using more sensitive sets.

But' I don't think that this is entirely
true. A great deal of my own listening,
for example, is done either with a frame
aerial or with an indoor wire suspended
round three sides of a ground -floor room.
Both of these collectors are much less
susceptible to interference than the big
outdoor aerial which I used in previous
years.

No ; atmospherics have undoubtedly
been worse than they were last year, the
year before, or the year before that, and the

increased sensitiveness of sets has nothing
to do 'with the frequent appearance in our
logs of those big black X's which do not
represent kisses..

The only thing to do when atmospherics
are a nuisance is to resign yourself to your
fate and to tune the set either to the local
station or to one of the very powerful
foreigners. The strength of the transmission
will then, as a rule, be' very much greater
than that of the atmospherics, and although
an occasional very powerful crackle or
bang will force itself through, you will, in
the main, have little trouble with X's.

Naturally,. you want to make ether trips
abroad when you can, and on most evenings
there are periods when atmospherics
fall to a minimum as regards both number
and strength. Be on the watch for such
periods, and when they occur make hay
whilst the sun shines.

Long -wave Landmarks.
On the long waves the outstanding

stations just now are Radio -Paris and
Warsaw, both of which I very heartily
recommend to your attention. You can be
sure of good programmes from either, and
you can be equally confident of plenty of
volume.

Zeesen is also worth attention, and
Kalundborg is quite good at times in the
broadest daylight. I have just tuned him
in, for instance (mid -day), ,on a four -valve
portable with no auxiliary aerial.

On the medium band there still remain a
godd number of . really first-class stations.
For consistency the palm must be awarded
at the present time to Toulouse, which never
fails to score the highest mark in my log.

This is rather remarkable when you come
to think of it, for Toulouse is only an 8 -
kilowatt station. He is situated in the very
south of France, and his transmissions
male almost the whole of their journey
to this country overland, which is supposed
to be the least favourable route for radio
waves.

Pick Your Programme.
Milan has quite come back again as a

first-rate transmission, and if you haven't
recorded him lately in your log I would
recommend you to try for him now.
Budapest has also been. very well heard
on several recent occasions.

Brussels No. 1 is usually good, and you
can rely upon Langenberg on most nights.
Rome is pretty consistent, but Stockholm
varies just -now in the most surprising way.
Beromunster is nearly always worth
tuning in, though Sotten.s,. the other Swiss
station; seems to be less powerful than he
was quite recently.

Frankfurt is providina'' good reception
on many nights ; Lwow has his evenings,
and Breslau is now much better heard
than he has been_ for some little time.

Brussels No. 2 is usually a strong station.
If you have not heard Gothenburg lately,
try for him now. Remember, also Stras-
bourg, Hamburg, Turin, Heilsberg, Prague,
the Ecole Superieure and Bordeaux
Lafayette."

YOU remember my little dissertation
last week on telephony transmission
as compared with C.W. At the risk

of harping on one subject, I should like to
carry on with a few remarks on " telephony
versus C.W." after it has left the trans-
mitter and has been hurled into the melee
of signals already occupying the ether.

Personally, I should say that genuine
100 per cent modulated`tone ". is as
easily, and almost as reliably, received as
C.W. But there is such a little of it about.
Very few amateurs are capable of putting
it out, and very few of the broadcast
stations try to do so.

Smooth Reaction Essential.
Thus it has become a general rule, where

short-wave work is concerned, that it is
impossible to receive good telephony unless
the man at the other end is putting out
such a lusty C.W. signal that he would be
extremely loud if he were doing Morse work.

We had better forget the nightmare
telephony perpetrated by some stations and
consider only the real stuff, which is still,
alas, quite rare. To receive this well and
reliably, you must have a receiver that goes
in and out of oscillation without a loud
explosion.

r All those " ploppy " reaction controls
mean that once the receiver has stopped
oscillating, it is along way out of oscillation.
Obviously, this is of little use for the recep-
tion of weak telephony. And this is, I
think, first on the list of difficultes attendant
upon telephony reception.

SHORT-WAVE
NOTES

A few interesting observations con-
cerning happenings down on the
short waves by W. L. S., a very
well-known amateur transmitter
and a leading expert on the subject.

The moral of this is-don't put up with a
ploppy receiver. I am not going to enume-
rate all the causes of this trouble-I have
done so at great length and on several
occasions. So look up your back numbers
until you find some remarks on the subject.

Next, I might mention that an H.F.
stage, whether of the screened -grid variety
or not, is always worth while for telephony
reception. You may not notice any differ-
ence in the strength of the carrier -wave
when the set is oscillating, but the sensi-
tivity is much higher with the set in a
non -oscillating state than is ever possible
without H.F.

Don't Forget the L.F. Side.
Needless to say, I am talking about H.F.

that works. Here is another opportunity
for the back -number department.

And my last point is this. For good
telephony reception you must have a
respectable L.F. amplifier as well. This
appears to be rather a rarity among short-
wave enthusiasts, who go in for great
sensitivity and easy operation and rather

forget the great " quality craze " that has
come upon us of late. All these peaked
audio stages for the reception of nice sharp
Morse signals will, of course, have to be
scrapped for telephony work.

Here again I do not intend to elaborate.
Any short-wave enthusiast who doesn't
know how to make an L.F. amplifier is
beyond hope ! That is, with the help he
has received in " P.W." from the pens of
all the acknowledged masters of the subject.
So I will leave you to think it over and get
down to it.

Waiting for the Winter.
And now to come back to current topics

once more. The short-wave bands appear
to be rather dead at the moment of writing.
When this appears in print I shall be
holiday -making far away, and shall not
have the slightest idea of conditions,_ so
please do not rise at me for saying this !
The only American stations that are really
consistent appear to be W 2 X A F and
W 1 X A Z. Others are very loud at times,
and entirely absent at others.

W 2 X AL on 49.9 metres is worth
looking for, and he now relays W R N Y,
New York. Another useful station for the
DX -hunter is Y V 2 B C, located at Caracas,
Venezuela. He works on 50 metres, and is
audible between midnight and 4 a.m. every
day except Monday and Wednesday.

Yet another newcomer, and one which
may swell your list of countries heard, is
C T 3 A G. Madeira, on 24 metres, every
Thursday and Saturday.
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THE DOUBLE
EXCITANT DOES IT!

You pay no more for
Palaba !

60 volt 8/-; 100 volt 13/- ;
120 volt 15,6. Also super
capacity, flash tamps etc.

Put a voltmeter on that old " used -up " battery.
Zero ! Yet, though it cost you 10/-, there's still 5/ -
worth of energy inside that you cannot touch I
Useless power - because the zinc cell walls have
succumbed to acid action.
Palaba Batteries give you that wasted power I Seven
salts have combined to create a DOUBLE EXCITANT.
The first excitant starts the discharge, leaving the
zinc perfectly clean. As soon as the first excitant
deteriorates, the second becomes active-making use
of 37.9 % more energy.

Laboratory tests prove that Palaba gives 87.9 % active
energy compared with 50 % given by other batteries
costing just the same. The Double Excitant does it 1

3799%inore active energy
(average on test)

PA!! zAB A
BATTERIES

PALA BATTERY Co.(LONDON)Ltd. 6-7. NEW WHARF RD. KING'S+ N 
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All Editorial 'communications should be addressed to the Editor,
POPULAR WIRELESS, Tallis House, Tallis Street, London, E.C.4.

The Editor will be pleased to consider articles and photographs dealing with all subjects appertaining to wireless
Work, The Editor cannot accept responsibility for manuscripts or photos. Every care will be taken to return
M.C.C. not accepted for publication. A stamped and addressed envelope must be sent with every article. Allinquiries concerning advertising rates, etc.. to be addressed to the Sole Agents. Messrs. John H. Lite. Ltd.,4. Ludgate Circus. London. E.C.4.

The constructional articles which appear from time to time in this Journal are the outcome of researchand experimental work .carriedOut with 'a view to improving the technique of wireless reception. As much ofthe Information given in the colionns of- this paper concerti's 'the most recent developments in. the .radio world
some of the arrangements and specialities described may be the subject of Letters Patent, and the amateurand the trader would be well advised to obtain permission of the patentees -to use the patents before doing so.

QUESTIONS AND
ANSWERS

THE LAZY LOUD SPEAKER.
D. V. (West Wickham).,--" My loud speaker

appears to he getting bone lazy !
" It is really no laughing matter. I was very

worried, as there seemed to be a little chattering
distortion lately, and there has been no
trouble before, although the set has not been
altered in any way. I find; however, that I
can generally get rid of it by placing the loud
speaker in a lying down position on its face.

"It seems quite happy like this, although,
as a matter of fact, it is not quite so clear,
because it seems to shut the sound in a bit
in this position. Nevertheless, -I should
be glad if you could tell me what to do to
make it stand up again and be O.K., for it
seems to be steadily getting a little worse,
and will soon be hardly worth listening to."

From your description we should judge the trouble
to be merely a mechanical one-namely, some small
nut, screw or something of that kind shaken loose,
and showing up when the vibrations of the speaker
are particularly strong.

Get someone of experience to give it a look over
for you, or if you feel inclined to tackle the lob your-
self carefully take the back off the speaker and
see if you can find a tendency to looseness on any
part of the unit itself or its fixing, or the chassis.
paying particular attention to the nuts which secure
the cone to the driving -rod.

FITTING A PICK-UP.
P. E. T. (Burnham -

on -Crouch).-" I am in
difficulty with the fit-
ting of a pick-up into
an H.F., Det. and two
L.F. set. I want to use
a single -pole double
throw switch to con-
nect the 1st L.F. grid
either to the radio side
of the set, or else to the
pick-up and grid bias.

"The connections to
this seem pretty clear
for a straightforward
set, but in my case the
first L.F. valve has a

'25-megohm resistance
connected between the
coupling condenser and
the grid of the valve,
with the grid :leak con-
nected between the
condenser and the

resistance. In the only instructions which I
have been able to get such a resistance does not
figure.

" Therefore I am wondering what the corn-
plete connections should be. Could you
give me the wiring of the switch ? "

All you have to do is to disconnect the 25Inegohm
resistance from the grid of the valve and instead
connect it to one end of your S.C. ll.T. switch.
The other end contact of this switch goes to one of the
pick-up terminals, and the other pick-up terminal
goes to the grid bias negative lead.

The remaining connection is from the grid of the
valve holder to the centre of the switch. It will, he
seen that the 25-inegoln resistance is left connected
to the grid leak as formerly, so that ashen in the
radio position your connections are es:nl ly as before.

When switelwd over to gramophone your grid is
connected only to the pick-up anti the requisite grid
bias, the whole of the ILE. and detector portion of
the set being cut out of action. , (But, such a simple
switch as this doe. not cut off the A.F. and Bet. fila-
ments on " Radiogram," of course.)

STICKING TO THE SPECIFICATION. 
` SUI'ERHET." (Middlesbrough).-" I. have

got the super -het. on a baseboard at present,
as it is more of an experinient than, anything
else.  1 get very bad distortion, though 1 am
sure this is not in the loW-freqUency' amplifier
side, which has functioned properly with
an ordinary Set. run wondering whether.
it would be because I used a .0002fixed con-
denser in place of the .002 mentioned to join
the second valve's negative L.T. to. plate.
Do you think such a departure would cause
trouble ? "

MISSING LINKS, No. 12.
A ONE -VALVES. USING AN EXTENSER.

O 00e od5-0
MAX.,Emote - -----

,r/rse

REACT. COA10.17
000/ .10.0

F, /

00/ s4e-o

L .7 SWITCH

OF

This theoretical circuit shows a one-valver, using Extenser simplified
tuning, minus two of its " symbols." Can you complete the diagram

(The answer will be given in next week's " P.W.")

Certainly. Any departure from specifleat ion
in a super -het. is liable to give rise to trouble. in
the case you mention It is probable that you are
causing the trouble named merely by failure to stick
to the right value.

LOUD SPEAKERS IN PARALLEL OR SERIES.
" JOHNNY " (Glasgow).-" 1 fixed up the

second loud speaker's leads, and should like to
use it as well as the one I have going at present.
At first I should like to try them in the same
room, and later perhaps in different rooms,
but this depends on whether the new one is
O.K. and how they sound.

" I do not know anything about wireless,
and do not understand " in series ". or " in
parallel " that 1 read about.. Could you tell

. .
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 WHEN WRITING TO US
 will readers please note that all
 Technical Queries, Orders for Back

Numbers and Orders for Blue
Prints should be addressed to

 The Fleetway House, Farringdon
 St., E.C.4, and not to Tallis House.
710100i0i0i9Ii0i9000110110iii111100i0101009H010i000

. me in a few words the connections for using
two speakers together "

First of all leave one on and connect the other to
the set in exactly the same way. Each loud speaker
terminal on the set will then have two leads, one
going to each speaker .(+ of leads to of set, of
course). -

Actually this will be placing the speakers " in
parallel.' To loin them " in series" undo both and
reconnect as follows : '

-

+ of one speaker to set's L.S. + terminal : - of
that speaker to + of second speaker. Second speaker's
- to -- L.B. terminal of set. '

That is the connection for ." in serf's," which is
nearly always the better method. (Extension leads
to another room may be used if desired.)

REACTANCE OF A 30 -HENRY CHOKE.
E. R. (Dorchester).-"What re-

actance of a 30 -henry L:F. Choke to a `note
-of 300 cycles per second ? The approximate
figure will do, but I shall be glad of the formula
froth which this can be calculated."

The formula is : Reaitanee (in ohms) =number of
henries S or times F (F being number of cycles).
You will find that it works out at about 56,600 (duns.

RESISTANCE CONTROL OF. REACTION.
- " SHORT -WAVER" (Llanelly).-" I am tilt!
that one of the popular short-wave Canadian
receivers uses the old type of flip-flop reaction,
but with the reaction coil fixed definitely at
a certain position, from the' grid coil with a
resistance wired across it to control the amount
of reaction.

" I should like. to try this out, but -am not
quite Clear as to what sort of value would be
required. What do you think ? "

Usually a value of about 5,00'1 ohms is used,
although this is not very critical. The connections
are, as you say, merely to place the resistance across
the coil. adjusting it as required, but, it is important
to keep the leads short and to avoid hand capacity.

ALTERNATING AND DIRECT CURRENT.
AMATEUR" (Northampton).-" Having

seen in a text book that alternating currents
first rush in the one, and then in the
opposite direction, I am at a loss as to what
it means. I follow that it surges to and fro.
but in which direction-backwards and
forwards along the conductor, or from left to
right across the thing ?

" If it goes in the latter way, how does it
ever get along the wire ? I mean if it just
goes to andfro it just does it in the same place,
as far as I can follow. Also, what is the
exact difference between D.C. and A.C. ? "

The current flows along a conductor, and -does no
dither about inside it. ' -

You see, the conductor simply connects two
points of different pressure. At one end of it there
is a force drawing electrical current out of the wire,
and at the other end a force which h pushing an
electrical current into that wire.

(Continued on page 614.).
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A BIG SUCCESS -A BIG DEMAND

NOW A BIG REDUCTION IN

PRICES OF

20Z
ESS
In some instances the
reduction is slightly over
20% and in some slightly under.

SOME OF THE NEW PRICES.

Makers of world-famous .x0e offer greatest Dry Battery value!,
RED TRIANGLE GREEN TRIANGLE ORANGE TRIANGLE BLUE TRIANGLE
60 volts 5 6 66 volts 6/- 60 volts 8 6 66 volts 9 6 Triple Capacity 360 volts 12/- For portable sets  63 volts 7,6,

09 volts 9/- 120 volts 11l- 99 volts 14/.  120 volts 16 9 105 volts 21,-  120 volts 24/ - 99 volts 11'6  108 volts 13/4

For Grid Bias : Red Triangle. 9 volts-I -. 16.5 volts-I /9. Green Triangle. 9 volts -1 /6. 16.5 volts -216.

Prices of Torch, Bell and Flash Lamp Batteries also reduced.
Obtainable everywhere from all good dealers.

Exide Batteries, Clifton Junction, near Manchester. Branches at London, Manchester, Birmingham, Bristol, Glasgow, Dublin and Belfast;

DX 31
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RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

(Continued from page 612.)

All current flow takes place backwards or forwards
along the conductor. and if the wire reaches from a
point near your left. baud to a point near your right
hand.' NI/Ircan imagine a direct current like a river.
and flowing continuously from left to right. (Of
0011'Se. it (.0111d flow jusras well from right to left ;
but in any case a direct current flows continnouvly in
the saute direction.)

. -.

LIIIIIIIMIII111111111111111111111M111111111111111111111111111111111f1111111!:

" WHY IS IT-- SO NOISY 2-
E E

TO -DAY ? 7 _ -I--

E . .

iPerhaps the switching doesn't work prop-
erly ? Or some mysterious noise has fl.p-- E
peered mid is spoiling your radio ieception ?,

E -Or -one of the liattezies seems to'rtin flown =
 much faster than formerly ?, ., ... -

E Whatever your- radio problem may be, =
, =

E.- remember that the Technical Query Depart- E

flow back again, in the direction from which It has
just come.

As it commences each time there is only a small
flow of current but it gets bigger and Iiigger uw fl
the stream is in full, force eking the wire. But
immediately this happens it slows down ;main,
comes to a stop ; and then reverses and goes through
the whole performance once more.

The number .of times per second it goes through
this complete cycle of operations is called- fre-
quency.

A common frequency for ordinary fleetrical
lighting current is fifty. Wireless currents,
are essentially similar, although, mostly iniont-
!tenthly smaller, have frequencies whiii run into
millions.

You ask what is the exact difference betwten D.C.
and A.C. It would take a big book to answer that
question fully, but the fundamental differenie is
that given above.

The D.C. current starts. bads up, attains its
maximum, and then continues to flow in the one
direction.

An alternating current commences to flow, builds
up, attains its maximum, falls away, ceases alto-
gether. It immediately begins again, but in the
opposite direction, builds up, attains a maximum,
falls away to zero again, and so on, many t hues,
every second.

_aunt is thorohghly equipped to assist oar = HOW MANY MICROHENRIES ?
readers, and offers an unrivalled service.' = n" , (Halifax).-" While=_ XPERIMENTER ''
lull details, including scale -of charges, can I:- studying for an -electrical examination-I,find
be obtained direct from the Technical Query = radio an ideal hobby, for although akin ft isDept., rorcLAs WIRELESS, The Fleetway _= a complete change from power station work.House, Farringdon Stret, London, E.C.4. =

= I am especially interested in coil design,A postcard will do. On receipt of this an =- but I must say I find the formulas are awfulApplication Form will be sent to you post'
free immediately. This applicationwill = time wasters.

 place you under no obligation whatever, a - " Are these charts and ` short cuts' to
= but, having the form, you wilt, kmiw exactly E coil inductances sufficiently accurate for what information we require to have before =
 us in order to solve your problems. E preliminary calculations ?
 LONDON ' READERS. PLEASE NOTE : E " Abacs" and "N Diagrams" are merely- 'geometrical " expressions of the various formulaInquiries should NO% be made by 'phone or =

atee wo House or a is House. E and should give you pretty close results If prOperly= in. person Fl t T 11 11 prepared. However, if you want to improve your
TiiffffffiffinnufffiffpfipmfflifflffmtligiffififflI11111111ffififf0 ' Maths.", we would advise you to tackle the wbrking

out of each calculation from the original formula.
Alternating currents, on the contrary, continually But if you feel you are strong in that quarter it

change Weir direction. You can imagine one corn- would be a great pity to waste time with -a lot of
meteing to flow like a river, front the left to the laborious figuring when you could get -the seineright, but as soon as it gets into full swing, the result by a ruler and a table. Your best plan
current slows 'down. stops, and then commences to would be to get a copy of " Modern Wireless." and

read up the series there dealing with the various
N diagrams, in whiich a great many time -saving tips
are given. (The July. 1931. number of " M.W.
contained one which is particularly useful to those
who arc interested hi.

-11111111111111111111i111111111111111111M11111111111111111111111111111111111=

TECHNICAL
TWISTERS

No. 70.-"DX"
CAN YOU FILL IN THE MISSING

LETTERS ?
-The term DX means . . .

Thus a " good DX receiver " means
a sensitive and selective set, capable
of picking up plenty of
stations.

The letters DX are taken from
telegraphic practice, where they usually
mean " Duplex," most long-distance
lines being worked in duplex, i.e.

transmission and
E reception.

Last week's missing words (in order)
were Terminals, Resonance, Rattle. =

,1111111111111111111111111111111111101111111111011111111111011101011111h7:

THAT BROOKMANS PUZZLE.
We are indebted to G. F. F., of Falkenham,

Ipswich, for a note on this rather interesting
subject.  He says : " In the Radiotorial '
questions and answers on page 492, POPULAR
WIRELESS, dated 20th June, 1931, you
publish a reply to ' P. M.' headed a ' Brook -
Mans Puzzle.' I have had the same experience

(('on, ;Plird on page 616.)

the difference
Something more than
vivid realism makes itself
felt when you hear a
Mog'oR Speaker. Start-
ling clarity, pure and un-
distorted volume, a gener-
ous richness of tone-
these things you get in
MoToR Speakers to a
high pitch of perfection
that you cannot realise
until you hear it. Then
you will be satisfied with
nothing less.

Type S4. Isophon-MOTOR Super
Power UNIT

A 4 -pole balanced armature Super Power Unit,
sensitive to the slightest impulse,
vet capable of handling au amazing 27'6
top load power.

Type S5. Isophon-MOTOR
Super UNIT

Compact in size but
generously large in

power.

MOTOR CHASSIS
with S4. Super Power Unit

C44. 52" Cone 42 6
C46. 15" Cone 47,6Northern Distributors:

L. KREMNER, Ltd.,
49a Shudehill. Man-
chester. HARDMAN
& Co. Ltd., The Baum,
Yorkshire St., Roch-
dale ; 61 Bridge St.,
Manchester ; 12 Back
Lord St., St. Annes-on-
Sea ; 25 Trinity St.,

Leeds.
Agent for Scotland:-R.
G. J. Nisbet, 132 Ren-
frew Street, G!asgow,C.2.

UNITS CHASSIS ' SPEAKERS
TEKADE Radio & El ectric LTD.

29, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4
Telephone  Central 2482

ELECTRADIX
HEADPHONE BARGAINS !
War Office Economy Sale of Huge Parcel
of New Headphones and Single Earpieces.
A wonderful opportunity of buying Headphones at
a price below the wildest -cut price ever imagined.

We guarantee these headphones for 12 months.
LIGHT HEADPHONES

Per pair
H .W. Sullivans s, d.
Wireless Light
Headphones new
120 ohms - - 3 6

Ditto store soiled
imboxed 120 ohms 2 9

New High Res.
I. oil g Range
Model 8000 ohms 4 3

S.G.Brown'sHead-
phOneSwithHead-
bands 120 ohms - 7 6

Ditto, I5oo - 12 6

FIELD HEADPHONES
I:ouble Field Head-
phonesD. I I I with
all -leather -Head:.
hands and cords
I..R. - - - =2 6

Ditto pairs with-
out Headbands - 2 0

Single phone with
cord - each 11

NOW IS THE TIME TO BUY.
1 hone : City 0191. WE OFFER A WONDERFUL OPPORTUNITY.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS,
218 Upper Thames Street, LONDON, E.C.4.

Sullivan Wireless

Doable

Hee 'phones
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There's a
DUBILIER
CONDENSER
for ever
set

....... ....
. . ................

No Radio Set is any better
than its weakest link and
this weak link may often be
the condenser. Dubilier
Condensers are renowned
all over the world for their
dependability and long
life. See the name
Dubilier on the next
condenser you buy. it
is your guarantee of

perfect service.

UB
CONDENSERS R

DUBILIER CONDENSER CO. (1925) LTD.

Ducon Works, Victoria Road,N.Acton,London,W.3.

WILL ALWAYS ,--/

STAND --OUT,

Just as one great man will dominate a

crowd, so does a PERTRIX Dry Battery

stand out from all others-in performance

and in length of life.

And the PERTRIX Accumulator, built as it

is, on more than forty years' experience
in the manufacture of storage batteries, is

a worthy companion to its 'Dry relation.'

All 'good' dealers sell PERTRIX.

I
SUPER LIFE

DRY BATTERIES
ACCU MU LP TORS

tilt1al NMI\ RfoR. PE FELLpAima
Advt. of Pertrix Ltd., Britannia House, 233, Shaftesbury Av., London, WC.2
Telephone: Temple Bar 7971 (5 lines). Works Redditch
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RAD1OTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS_

(Continued froM page 614.)
- 

as ' P. Niith an adjustable condenser. WHEN THE STRENGTH VARIED.
and 'in my baSe.lit was due to a rather slack ,b B. C. (PrescOt, Lan.cs.)4.-=" For over two
adjusting. screw." _years I.have been working my set, with but

Readers' experience; of thb kiini" are- itlwa)is an occasional chinge of crystal-, and always
at about the same strength (apart from the
various changes you could account foe, such
as winter and summer, etc.). Recently- I
have had a new neighbour and he works a
very powerful four -valve set.

" It seems to have made my set louder. I
do not mean that when he is playing the

Before we can tell you which would be the best.. programme I can hear it coming over from -and cheapest battery to buy we must know more

welcome, and we should like to thank G. . h. (and
other!: who send in similar accounts for the betfefit
of those suffering from peculiar 'faults) for the
friendlY spirit displayed.

WHAT SIZE OF H.T. BATTERY.
G. W. D. (Cheltenham).-" What -size of H.T.

battery should I buy for a three -valve set ? "

As some three -valve sets only take about. seven
milliamps other three -valve sets may be
taking 20 or even more, yell will see that it is Sewn -
Hill tp know more about the valves en'tployed before
giVing an opinion as to which H.T. battery should be
chosen

Generally a coil (reaction coil) is arranged in close proximity to the grid coil, to provide inductive
coupling, and a variable condenser controls the amount of current flowing in the circuit.

about the three -valve set.
You see. the .14.T. battery has to supply the plate

current of ordinary three -electrode valves, and the
screening -grid current of the S.G. and pentode in
addition to their anode currents. Consequently sets
using these types of valves take widely different
currents from sets using ordinary valves.

Moreover, it is very important that the battery is
chosen in conformity with. the current, which will be
taken regularly from it. for it is a little wasteful to
buy a very big battery when a smaller one would do.
and it is very wasteful indeed to buy a small battery
when a large one is needed.

The small battery will then be over -run by being
discharged at a greater rate than it is capable of
supplying. and this is a most ruinous plan. very
detrimental indeed to the life of the battery. Heavily
over -rim it will not last half as long as it would have
done had it, been of sufficient capacity to supply the
current pfolxvly.

his house, or anything like that, because even
when the doors are shut and not a sound is
coming from his house I still think my set
is louder than it was before.

" Would this be possible ? If so. why
should it sometimes be quite strong and at
other times not better than it was before ? "

It often happens that a powerful valve set,
especially if of an old-fashioned type, will affect a
crystal set in the immediate neighbourhood. ''Some-
times the effect is to weaken reception, and sometimes
to strengthen it.

You appear to be lucky, inasmuch as the latter
effect is taking place in your case. lint it' Is only
when the set is tuned in to the ,sable prooratime. as
you are receiving that the effect occurs, and' this is
probably why you have noticed the strengthening
only at certain times.

" P.W." PANEL NO. 28.-REACTION.
In radio the term "Reaction" is usually understood to mean the feed -back of amplified impulses

from a plate circuit into a preceding grid circuit.

The best form of reaction condenser is the " differential." which is arranged so that when adjust -
meets divert current from the reaction coil an alternative path to filament is provided, the filament -plate r="
capacity of the arrangement remaining sensibly constant. -

THAT
COPENHAGEN CONFERENCE

(Continued from pags 593.)

anything except a universal currency. But
the broadcasting stations could so easily
come first, the language difficulty second.
but 'the currency would obviOusly 'follow
third.

The liberation of the long waves is
terribly iniportant. The Union has pressed
hard for their possession (let us hope their
demands were not so numerous that they
spoilt their case for the only thing that
ini,ttrs-long waves, not lots of waves).
The bUreaucrats should listen and recom-
mend, .Madrid should act.

It is important, is it not ? I wonder if
Machinery could be devised to speak out
even in the face of criticism ?
The Listener's Fault ?

It is said that " the British Government
delegation must be conservative." If that
is so, it is the fault of the British listener.
Butt the British listener is only informod
through an instructed press and supported
by the B.B.C. representatives.

I used to try to make the listener under-
stand my policy, and I see the present
Chief Engineer has been repeating my
policy. This is to the good. My articles
are certainly read, as I know from corre-
spondence and occasional talks with those
who understand broadcasting and are still
in the B.B.C. I think we should all of us
bring friendly pressure to bear upon all
directly concerned with broadcasting in-
terests and who are in direct contact with
the international situation.

\ SAC CONNECTiON

" We're Fluxite and
Solder, the reliable
pair,

Famous for Soldering
-known every-
where !

Cut out bad connec-
tions,' leave ' solder-
ing ' to us ;

We'll give you perfec-
tion. without an,
fuss."

See that Fluxite and Solder are always by you-in the house, garatte
workshop-anywhere where simple, speedy, soldering is needed. They
cost so little, but will make scores of everyday articles last years longer !
For Pots, Pans, Silver, and Brassware ; RADIO ; odd lobs in the garage-
there's always something useful for Fluxite and Solder to do.
All Hardware and Ironmongery ANOTHER USE FOR FLUXITE
Stores sell Flaxite in tins, 8d.. Hardening Tools and Case Hardenin-r.

1'4 and 28. Ask for Leaflet on improved method.
NEW "JUNIOR " SIZE, 4d. per tin.

FLUXITE SOLDERING SET
Simple to use and lasts for 3eir;in-cOristant use.
Contaiiss special " small -space soldering iron
with non -heating metar handle; pocket blow-
lamp. Fluxite, 'Solder, etc. ; and full instructions.
COMPLETE, 7;6, or LAMP only. 2/6.

FLUXITE.LTD.
(Dept. 324),

ROTHERHITHE, S.E.16

ALL MECHANICS WILL

XI
IT' -SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING

HAVE

SUPROLYTE
for Accumulators
REPLACES SULPHURIC ACID.

DEFINITELY PREVENTS AND CURES SULPHATION.
(See Popular ;fireless " 11/4,31 Test Report).

Transforms SULPHATED Accumulators to NEW CONDITION.
MAX. CHARGE 3 Hours, as against 12 with Sulph. Acid.
Non -Injurious to Skin, Clothing and Fabrics.
Improves Reception. Prolongs Life of

Accumulator.
Sole Agents BRENT & CO., 84, Fore

LONDON, E.C.2
Trade and Agency Enquiries

4'6
Per Quart.

Carr. Forwd.
Street,

THE CABINET THAT MAKES A
GOOD SPEAKER

BETTER!
This is the Cameo "Melodee"Speaker Cabinet-suitable for
Blue Spot, Dynamic and
Moving Coil uniti. Built on
practical lines- -gives realistictone without muffled effect.
Price, in Oak and Nahog..
from 22'-.

Seed Coupon for rnfalnfmr.
CARR I NGTON MFG. CO., LTD.
24, Hatton Garden, London, E.C.1

'1.t Ilelbern 8202
S. Croydon.

N k NI I

8: .1

Every cmico Cabinet bears the COMCO Seal
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FOR THE LISTENER
(Continued from page 594.)

*
skimming over them ; now sailing away
from them to a distance ; as if I were already
an angel ! Sometimes it is as if I were
attached to an invisible giant -stride.

You remember the giant -stride in the
school playground ?

Those Dream Companions.
And round and round I go, in vast airy

sweeps, over the heads of the gathered
company. There always is a company.
It wouldn't be worth while going through
with such a performance unless there were
somebody looking on with envy and admira-
tion !

It is a very pleasant dream. I am glad
that many other people have it !

There are people who dream the sam-
dream so often that they actually know
and recognise the people they meet in them.
They have a waking world of friends, and
a dream world of friends. Mr. W. B. Yeats,
the Irish poet and dramatist, says he has
dreams like this.

Dream -companions whom you meet and
talk with, just as you meet a different set
of people when you go clown to the country
for the week -ends. I suppose you pick up
the threads of acquaintance in one dream
where you let them drop on the previous
occasion ; like the man who mislaid some-
thing when he was drunk, and could not
remember where he had put it until he
was drunk again !

The Unconscious Mind.
. Dreams, Professor Seligman said, rise
from the unconscious. The mind is like a
deep pool. Our waking thoughts are like
the ripples and the currents on the surface.

When these are stilled in sleep, bubbles
from the depths beneath rise, float for a
little while, and disappear. And because
the same kinds of dreams are dreamed by
men of all races and all ages --the type-
dreams-it is likely that, in spite of all our
surface differences of custom and culture,
Humanity is one and the same in the depths.
It is good to be able to believe that.

He also said that, when we fall asleep and
stop thinking, the unconscious mind ex-
pressed itself in pictures. These are our
dreams. Moving and talking . pictures.
Queer pictures sometimes.

Your Waking mind is clever and can
think in abstract terms ; but your uncon-
scious mind is not clever and can only
express itself in pictures. So that our
dreams represent pictorially our unconscious
feelings and desires.
Surely Not !

I suppose that is why I have the " flying "
dream ; because my unconscious desire is
to be an angel ! Toots, man ! Very uncon-
scious, I assure you !

He also said, (though this hadn't very
much to do with dreams, but I thought it
very amusing,) that when a man becomes
a vegetarian it is probably due to a revolt
against an unconscious desire to be -
cannibal ! Now at last Mr. George Bernard
Shaw's cat is out of the bag !

I am afraid that I have not made much
direct programme mention this week, but
I hope the foregoing shows how thought -
provoking some of the B.B.C. talks can be.

-CLOW
ti)SATT

HERE IS YOUR OPPORTUNITY -MAKE WIRELESS
BATTERIES -IT IS A PAYING PROPOSITION !

Whether you are a Wireless Enthusiast or not, you know what an enormous
demand there is for Wireless Batteries-a demand which is ever increasing by
leaps and bounia. If you are a Wireless Enthusiast you know also that you
and millions of others are constantly on the look out for BETTER Batteries.

You Can
Do This :

Here is a way in which
YOU can meet the demand
for BETTER Batteries,
and Profit Financially-
make them yourself in your
Spare Time by means of our
Patented Method and For-
mula ! By making your
own batteries you can
SAVE money-by supply-
ing your friends and others
you can MAKE money ;
and you can make up to
£300 a year per Licence !
ANYBODY CAN DO IT !
It has probably never
crossed your mind before.
You have thought of bat-
teries as " Technical "
things - always regarded
them as something " mys-
terious."
The exact opposite is the
case. Study the pictures
on the left and you will see
how really simple it is.
You will need no expensive
" plant " or machinery-
only a few simple tools and
hand presses. You need
have no special accommo-
dation-a start can be
made upon your present
kitchen table. The children
can help you.
WE WILL TELL YOU HOW
You may know nothing :NI
about Wireless or Elec-tricity-it doesn't 
matter in the slightest. 
We will tell you how 
to do it-FREE. After
receiving our Instruc- _
Lions you can start right 0
away to manufacture !
And the work is in-
tensely interesting, as
well as easy ; more
fascinating than making ca

Print your name and address boldly in
pital letters on a plain sheet of pap.r

your own Wireless Set !and pin this Coupon to it.
The saving is huge-an 10 " Popular Wireless:. 18 7 I.Si11 ULM" st a

average worker can complete a 60 -volt H.T.
Battery in 2 hours, at a cost of 2,3 approxi-
mately ! Compare this with Shop Prices !

MAKE YOUR FRIENDS' WIRELESS
BATTERIES-AND MAKE MONEY !

Consider what this means to you. Not only
can you SAVE money on your own batteries,
and get BETTER results, but directly your
friends know of them they will want seine.
too ! Thus, you can begin to build up a
Profitable Spare -Time Business and reap a
Golden Harvest from the Wireless and
Electrical Market. Many men are already
making comfortable EXTRA incomes 'n
this Pleasant, Easy Way.
There's MONEY in it-big money if you
are energetic and anxious to get out of the
rut ! What could you do with £300 a year ?

PROFITS GUARANTEED.
Your market is unrestricted-it can never
become overcrowded-you sell where yea
like and when you like. If necessary we will
purchase sufficient of your output to
guarantee you a Weekly Profit providing it
reaches the required standard of efficiency
which is easily attainable. We will continue
your training FREE until you reach that
standard-that's fair, isn't it ?
Don't hesitate-if you have never seen a
battery before you can MAKE Money this
sway. Let us explain this GILT-EDGED

) l' PROPOSITION fully. Write
AT ! Make Your SPARE Hours
GOLD \ Hours!
Send t Form for FREE Instruct lens

How to Start.

COUPON
To Mr. V. ENGLAND-RICHARDS,

THE ENGLAND-RICHARDS CO., LTD.,
1132, King's Lynn, Norfolk.

Sir,-Please send me at once, and FREE,
full details as to how I can Make Money at
home in my spare time. I enclose 2d. stamp
for postage.
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FIRST IN 1924
F1RST IN 1931

1932 COSSOR EMPIRE MELODY
111AKER MODEL 234. S.G, H.F., Det.
and Power. Employs new Cossor high
efficiency Metallised S.G. Valve.

Cash price £6 15s. Od.
Balance in is monthly payments of 12;6.
ATLAS A.C. ELIMINATOR, TYPE
A.C. 244. 3 Tappings, S.G., detector and
pother. Output, /20-V. at 20 110.

Cash price £2 19s. 6d.
Balance in it monthly payments of 5
EX IDE 120 -VOLT, TYPE W.H., H.T.
ACCUMULATOR, in crates.

Cash price £4 13s. Od.
Balance in Tr monthly payments ot 8 6.
REGENTONE ELIMINATOR TYPE
W.1.F. 3 Tappings, S.G., detector and
power. Output 120-V. at 12 rn/a.

Cash price £2 7s. 6d.
Balance in 5 monthly payments of 8/4.AMPLION MOVING COIL
SPEAKER, with output transformer and
permanent magnet, complete.

Cash price £3 7s. 6d.
Balance in us monthly payments of 62.
LAMPLUGH OR FARRAND INDUC-
TOR SPEAKER for perfect reproduction.
Unit and chassis complete, ready mounted.

Cash price £3 10s. Od.
Balance in rx monthly payments of RS.
ULTRA MAJOR MOVING COIL A.C.
CHASSIS (200-250 volts). Complete With
input transformer, mains transformer,
metal rectifier, and smoothing' condenser.

Cash price £4 12s. 6d.
Balance in rr monthly payments of 8;6.
Every make of Radio Set or Accessory can be supplied on
Easy Terms. Send for our tree 9g -page Illustrated Cata-

logue, and let us know your Radio requirements.

. Send
10/.
only

with
5/6
order

With

8/6
order
With

8/4
order

With

6/2
order

With

6/5
order

With

8/6
order

NewalileS SalesC
56 LUDGATE; HILL, LONDON, E.C.4.

( F.4,11.1 'An, /NW Telephone CENTRAL 2716

ENGINEERS I-Are you earning less than £10 per
week? If so, you cannot afford to carry on wffhout
reading "Engineering Opportunities." This 200 -
page book is filled with matters of vital importance
to you. Among other things, it explains the methods
of our unique Appointments Department, gives
details of all leading Eng. Exams. (A.M.I.Mech.E.,
A.M.I.E.E., B.Sc., G.P.O., etc.), and outlines modern
Courses in Civil, Mech., Elec., Motor, Aem. Radio.
Talkie and all other branches of Engineering.  This
book will alter your entire outlook and earning
power. It is quite FREE. Scud a P.C. for your
copy, NOW.

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF
ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY,

401, Shakespeare House, 29/31, Oxford St., London

LOUD SPEAKERS REPAIRED, 4/ -
(Blue Spot a Speciality. 51-)

Transformers 4/- Headphones 4/-, all
repairs magnetised free. Tested, guaranteed,

and ready for delivery in 24 hours.
Discount for Trade. aerkenweli 9069.

E. MASON, 44, EAST ROAD, N.1.

MAKE OR BUY A GRAMOPHONE
at a quarter shop prices, or buy
Cabinets for Wireless. British
double spring motor. I2° velvet

turotable,swan arrometal sound -
box, amplifier, needle cups, for
£111610 p.p., and build your

own Cabinet. Portable Gramme -
phones from 15/6, postage 116.
Motors from 7/6. Lists free. 63 -pp.

1931 Catalogue No. 220, wit.'
Reduced Prices, Drawing and
Row to Make Cramps., 3d.

RE -ENT FITTINGS CO: (P.W.), 120, Old Street, London. E.0 1

EXACT TUNERS
/250 .to 2,000 metres.

Thousands of these tuners are in use. and
we can strongly recommend them. No fur-
ther coils are required. Send P.C. for par-
ticulars and circuits-FREE.

THE EXACT MANUFACTURING CO.,
Croft Works, Priory Street, Coventry.

REMEMBER ! ' POPULAR WIRELESS"
has the largest sale of any

WEEKLY WIRELESS JOURNAL

TECHNICAL NOTES.
Some diverse and informative jottings about interesting aspects of

radio reception.
By Dr, J. H. T. ROBERTS, F.Inst.P.

*
A Baffling Mystery.

AGOOD, deal of mystery often seems
to surround the use of a baffle in
connection with a . moving - coil

speaker, and some readers appear to think
that the loudness of the sound determines
the required size of baffle. Also there seems
to be a common impression that the larger
the baffle the better the results.

Now, although in one sense these impres-
sions are wrong, at the same time there is a
germ of truth in them, arid that is why I
want to make it clear to what extent they
are true and to what extent they are
misleading.

As you know, the purpose of the baffle
is to prevent the sound -waves from the back
of the diaphragm from coming round and
neutralising or partly neutralising those
from the front. This effect takes place in
all diaphragms, but becomes more serious
when the amplitude of vibration of the
diaphragm is very large ; it is for this reason
that the baffle is commonly associated with
the moving -coil type of speaker.

You will see also that to this extent
the question of the baffle is bound tip with
the question of the loudness of the sound.
When the diaphragm moves forward a
compressional wave is sent out into the
atmosphere, but at the same time a wave of
rarefaction is proceeding from the rear
side of the diaphragm.

Neutralising Sound -Waves.
If the compressional and rarefactional

waves occupied the same position in the
atmosphere at the same instant, they
would neutralise one another, and there
would be no sound at that point. Obviously,
therefore, you want to try and keep them
separate as far as possible, and this is done
by surrounding the diaphragm with a fair.
size baffle -board, so that the rarefactional
wave from the rear of the diaphragm has
to travel an increased distance before it
reaches a point in front of the diaphragm.

If the extra distance happens to be
about half a wave -length of the sound (this
obviously depends upon the frequency),
then the back rarefactional wave may arrive
at a point in front of the diaphragm at tit -
precise moment that the rarefactional wave
from the front of the diaphragm is also
arriving (this wave from the front of the
diaphragm having been produced half a
vibration later than the ono which has
arrived from the back). In this case the two
waves will reinforce or assist one another.

Practical Considerations.
This is the kind of thing We are aiiniiv

at, but clearly it depends upon the actual
frequency, which is varying from moment to
moment, and also upon the position of the
point which we are considering, that is, it
will not be the same at all positions.

In view of all this we can only compromise
and provide a baffle which meets the
average conditions reasonably well. It is
clear that if the baffle is increased in size
very much, the sound from the bark of the

diaphragm is almost completely suppressed,
anyhow, so that questions of phase relation.
ship become of small account.

Also, it is not a practical possibility in
most cases to use a very large baffle, and in
general practice you will find that a baffle
some three or four feet square will meet
average requirements.

I should add that although it does not do
to go in for extremes in the way of baffle -
boards, nevertheless a baffle -board of seine
kind or other is very advantageous with a
high -amplitude speaker, and it is still worse
to go to the other extreme and do away with
a baffle -board altogether. The function of
the baffle -board is really to prevent violent
interference in the immediate region of the.
edges of the diaphragm, and this is accom-
plished by a comparatively small baffle.

Radio Developments.
It is curious how the pendulum swings

to and fro in radio developments. Quite
often we have seen a particular type of
circuit come into popularity, then gradually
improved upon and finally superseded, only
to return to favour again a year or two
later, when some further development in
another direction has revived its usefulness.

I was thinking particularly of the various
forms of wired, wireless which are now
attracting so much attention amongst
listeners in different parts of the country
and, in fact, throughout the world.

Wired wireless was something of a
curiosity, and then a drug in the market,
about five or six years ago, when we fre-
quently had reports of the experiments of
General Squier, -of the United States Army..
and other workers, mainly in the United
States. in connection with the sending of
high -frequency impulses over telephone and
power lines.

Wired Wireless.
For all practical purposes, so far as radio

listeners were concerned, little was heard of
wired wireless in the intervening years until
the last few months, when it has suddenly
sprung into considerable prominence.

As you probably know, local relay stations
are springing up rapidly in different parts
which supply a broadcast programme from
a master receiver, being distributed by
means of special wires joined up to loud'
speakers in the different homes on the
system. It is. of course, a comparatively
simple matter to adapt this for trans-
mitting communications by means of high -
frequency or radio impulses passing along-
or perhaps I should say directed by-the
line conductors and it is in one sense the
disadvantage, and in another sense the
advantage, of this system that the signals
transmitted are not broadcast in the ordinary
sense ; in fact, the distribution has been 
aptly described as a " limited broadcast."
The AmeriCan Situation.

It is perfectly possible to transmit pro-
grammes over the electric light wires and .
over the telephone line. I mean, of course,

(Continued on next page.)
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(Continued from previous page.)

by high -frequency waves and altogether
additional to the ordinary functions of
these conductors ; the difficulty-if there
be a difficulty-is not so much of a tech-
nical as a commercial character.

It is evident that when you propose to
make use of telephone lines and electric
light wires for totally fresh purposes you
are entering upon a project with almost
infinite ramifications. In fact, in the
United States of America, where the system
of transmitting programmes by wired
wireless has made much greater strides that.
it has in this country, an extremely in-
teresting situation has arisen as between
the various parties concerned, which in-
clude amongst others the National Broad-
casting Company, which owns a huge
chain of broadcasting stations, The Ameri-
can Telephone and Telegraph Company,
Wired Radio Inc., The Radio Corporation
of America, The Victor Talking Machine
Company, The Radio Keith Orpheum Com-
pany, and The American General Electric
Company.

It remains to he seen how the position
will work itself out, but at present it is an
exceedingly complicated one.

Technically Easy.
On the purely technical side there is,

as I say, very little difficulty involved and
it is quite a simple matter to give a choice

another favourite is the Nesper H. T. Battery.

of programmes over the wire to a number
of homes within a comparatively circum-
scribed area ; this is, in fact, what is
proposed in the case of the so-called " relay
stations," which have sprung up in the
past few months in different parts of the
country.

At any rate, this new development, for
new development it is, is well worth watch-
ing, and it seems to me that it is likely in
the near future to have an important in-
fluence upon the growth of radio broad-
casting.

Is Field Current Essential ?
The moving -coil speaker has for a long

time been held up as a standard in loud-
speaker principle and design, and the use
of a separately excited field magnet natur-
ally gives it a great advantage.

With the great improvements which have
lately been made, however, in magnet
steels, it is possible to produce a per-
manent magnet which, in conjunction with
improved design in the moving -coil system,
is capable of giving results to all intents
and purposes equal to those of the separately
excited speakers.

(Continued on next page.)

SLOW MOTION
IN SMALL SPACE

The eAreme compactness, lightness and rigidity
of the J.B. " Tiny No. 2 " make it particularly use-
ful or portables, while its all-round efficiency
entitles it to a place in any set.
The slow-motion mechanism (ratio Sji) is housed
in the bottom bearing and takes no extra space.
One -hole fixing. Ball -bearing centre spindle.
Pigtail to rotor.
Price, complete with knob, pointer and scale,

0005 - 8,6
Advertisement of Jackson Bros., 72, St. Thomas Street, London, S.E.I.

PRECISION
INSTRUMENTS

Telephone: Hcp 1837.

"STURDY" MAINS TRANSFORMERS

HIGH-CLASS INSTRUMENTS

AT MODERATE PRICES
Twelve Months' Guarantee. British Made.

Illustrated Catalogue Post Free from
THE STURDY ELECTRIC CO. Dept. P.W.
170, Gloucester Road, NEWCASTLE -ON -TYNE.

-EASY PAYMENTS
The first firm to supply \Vire'ess parts on easy
payments. Five years advertiser in " Popular
Wireless. Thousands of satisfied customers.
Send na a list of the parts you require, and the
payments that will suit your convenience, and we
will send you a definite quotation. Anything wireless.
H. W. HOLMES, 29, FOLEY STREET,
Phone . Museum 1419, Gt. Portland St., W.1

THE PICTURE PAPER WITH THE
MOST NEWS

SUNDAY GRAPHIC

WET H.T. BATTERIES -
Solve all 14.T. Troubles.

SELF -CHARGING, SILENT, ECONOMICAL
JARS (waxed), El" x 1 l'' sq. 1 3 doz.
ZINCS, new type 10d. doz. Sacs 1 2 doz.
Sample doz. (18 volts), complete with
bands and electrolyte, 4 1. post 5d.
Sample unit, 6d. Illus. booklet free.

Bargain list free.
AMPLIFIERS, 30'.. 3 -valve set, £5,

ts.
P. TAYLOR, 57, Studley Road,

STOCK -WELL. LONDONREPAIRS
To any make L.F. Single Ratio Transformer, Heail-
phones or Loud Speaker (except Blue Spot) despatched

IN 48 HOURS-TWELVE MONTHS' GUARANTEE

4, POST Cash with Order.FREE Terms to Tre7d,

TRANSFORMER REPAIR CO.,
Dept. R, 953 GARRATT LANE, LONDON S.W.17

Get YOUR Copy NOW !
On Sale Everywhere 3 D.

Get ready for the Football Season !
The ANSWERS FOOTBALL ANNUAL
tells you everything you want to know
about the new season's games and last

season's results in Cup and League.

ANSWERS

VOTBALL

1931-32

etre
S-daU
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The

MAINS
incorporating
independent

TYPE

PRICE

and
8/8

Dalton

L
(Westinghouse

TAMMY

only

1

or

PRODUCTS
St.,

GRID
0.13.1. Prov.

v20v..atal52ronlam.loar.

UNIT

BIAS
Pat. 1642/31

S.O. and
Tappings.

H.T.

4 or 6 v.
Charger.

Rectifiers)

5:0

S.E.27

Dot.

up

of

to

of

,

.150

I MI
Also

3 Tappings

D . Independent

2,T ® Trickle

(complete).

9/2
1 payments
cash £4:1

W. Norwood,

REAL, LIVE AGENTS WANTED to sell
Portables, Transportables, Eliminators,
etc. Everything wireless supplied. Particulars :
N.A.S.C., 241. Park Rd., Aston, Birmingham.

ROLA MOVING COIL SPEAKERS
.,,, Eli , TES7'ED, t;l'Ali,i'VTEED.

All Mains Voltages, or 6 volts, in stock.

35//

THE GREATEST BARGAIN EVER
/. OFFERED ON 7 DAYS' APPROVAL

CASH WITH ORDER.

A. F, PJIIOCK & CO.,
50,
New AM

AVENUE,
ald en, SURREV

SECONDHAND
Speakers, pick-ups,
taken in part exchange
Send list of parts
of new apparatus
return. Second-hand
etc. always in
know your requirements.

LONGFIELD
CULLINGWORTH

RADIO COMPONENTS
etc. (not over two years

for new. Generous allowance.
you have for disposal and particulars
wanted and quotation will be

components, pick-ups,
stock, guaranteed perfect.

Low prices accepted.
RADIO & ENGINEERING

BRADFORD.

old)

sent by
valves,
Let us

CO.

THE
YOUR

Make

DAILY
Picture

SKETCH
Paper

TECHNICAL NOTES
(Continued from prereom page.) FUSES for

The new Aniplion unit is of this type,
and in view of its extreme sensitivity and
splendid performance. it is clearly no
longer necessary to lament that a separate
field current is essential for moving -coil
reproduiction.

Matching Output.
Another valuable feature is the inclusion

of a transformer with the speaker, this
transformer being, of course, specially
designed for the purpose-so avoiding the
use of an unsuitable transformer which so
often happens-and has three alternative
ratios so that the speaker can readily be
matched to the output of the receiver.

It very frequently happens that a low
impedance moving -coil type speaker is fed
from a comparatively high impedance out-
put owing to the use of an unsuitable trans-
former or to other causes, and in these

A MODERN BATTERY

It is impossible for the acid to leak from the case.

circumstances it is impossible for the
speaker to put up anything like its best
performance.

Incidentally, not the least of the draw-
backs of an ordinary separately -excited
type moving -coil speaker is the great
weight of the pot, which renders the unit
very cumbersome to handle ; with the
permanent -magnet type the weight is very
much reduced.

A Safe Job !
An interesting letter this week, from

a Croydon reader, refers to a recent article
in POPULAR WIRELESS (Of which I was not
guilty) entitled, " Are Short Waves Dan-
gerous on Battleships ? " The author of
the article in question suggested that, owing
to the currents induced in the guns of the
battleships by short-wave radiation from the
aerial, there might be a danger of the guns
getting sufficiently hot to fire prematurely.

My correspondent, by means of some
elementary and rather amusing mathema-
tics, proceeds to show-I must say very
convincingly-that, if this were the only
risk on a battleship, the navy would
compete with the statistical railway train
as the safest place on earth !

His letter concludes: " No, sir, it sounds too
muclt I ikt: energy for nothing from nowhere."

FUSE
miaow

!'rice

1/6

Price

1/6

WANDERFUSE
Fuse and wander plug combined.
Lies flat on battery top-takes no
extra space. Use one in the H.T.
lead to protect valves and H.T.
supply. Fitted without tools.
Complete with 150-mla fuse..

FLEXIBLE LEAD
FUSEHOLDER

Use one where a fuseholder can-
not conveniently be placed inside
set or unit. Fitted without tools
in any flexible lead. Complete
with 1 -amp. fuse.

BASEBOARD
FUSEHOLDER
The best method of
mounting fuses in-
side any set or mains
unit. Supplied with

-amp. fuse.

Pric SPARE FUSES1 /9
Belling - Lee Fuses are

standardised and interchangeable.
Spare fuses- I and 2 amps. 6c1.,

150 m a 9d.

BELLING -LEE
FOR EVERY RADIO coNNEcTioN

Advt. of Belling & Lee, Lid., Queensu-ss Il or/is.
Ponders End, Mdz.

EASY TERMS
= == EUIE apply all good quality Radio Receivers, =
E " Components and Accessories on deferred =_- terms. We carry adequate stocks and can give =_
- prompt delivery.
-7. NEW HEAYBERD A.C. ELIMINATOR HIT

0.150. Complete kit of parts for building =
= an H.T. Eliminator. including steel case. =

Output 25 M.A. 150 volts. If 1LT. tappings. E
.- One variable. =-

Cash Price .. .. .. .. .. £3 10 0 =
5 Or 7/6 with order and 11 monthly payments of 7.-. 5
5 12 EXIDE W.H. HIGH-TENSION ACCUMU-
= LATORS (120 volts 5,000 M.A.). Higher E
E. voltages if desired. =
E Cash Price .. . .. .. .. £3 15 0 E
= Or 6/6 with order ancl.11 monthly payments of 7:-. =
E Cars iage charged on all orders from Scotland. E
_-' N.K. PARRAND INDUCTOR. Lon,l-speaker =

unit, quality reproduction almost equal -1--

-T.:
to a moving -coil speaker.

Cash Price .. .. .. .. .. £3 10 0
Or 5/6 wills order and 11 monthly payments of 6/6. =

= B.T.-11. PICK-UP AND TONE ARM. One =
F. of the best pick-ups available. ,..-

-= Cash Price .. . .. .. .. 12 . 5 0 --t:
Or 5:- with order and 9 monthly payments of 5!-. E

F._ NEW BLUE SPOT MR UNIT. The finest E-
E balanced armature movement, on the E-
= market. Complete -with large Cone and Chassis =
= Cash Price .. .. .. .. $2 10 0 5_

Or 5/- with order and 10 monthly payments of 5/, =
= ATLAS H.T. ELIMINATOR. Model A.C. 244. =

Cash Price .. .. .. .. .. 12 19 6 =
= or 91- with order and B monthly payments of 7,-, ..,.

Send list of requirements and quotations tout be E
.sent by return -

LONDON RADIO SUPPLY COMPANY,
11 OAT LANE, NOBLE ST., LONDON; E.C.2 =

= TELE1.110.1'n National 1977 - =
-7,ii111111111111111111111I11111111111111111111111111M111111111111111111111117,

PLEASE be sure to mention " Popular Wireless "
when communicating with Advertisers. Thanks!

cyldoreextensercondenser
With new Exclusive features. Specified in all latest "P.W." Sets.
Deliveries from Stock - SYDNEY S BIRD & SONS LTD
CYLDON WORKS, SARNESFIELD ROAD;ENFIELD, MIDDLESEX
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THE fact that they are consistently recom-
mended by experts and expert amateurs
speaks volumes for their quality and

performance.
Take the 66 K illustrated here as an example.
It is a general purpose unit best suited to
medium -powered sets. Its tone is good-giving
full value to every note, indulging neither in
over emphasis nor indefiniteness. It is very
pleasant to listen to broadcast programmes
through a 66K unit for every detail is audible,
every note is mellow and full of colour.
A 66K unit with a special or major chassis
make perfect working partners.

BLUE SPOT UNITS :
f 6K .. 25'-; 66P .. 27 6; 66R '45 -

BLUE SPOT CHASSIS:
MAJOR .. 15 - SPECIAL .. 7,6

Ilia BRUME NNE 1Pti IDDMPANT Rio
. t :POT HOUSE  94,90 ROSOMAN STREET - ROSEBERY AVENUE  LONDON E

reinphone: Tthwams:
Clerkenwell 3570. "Bhiospot.,"/s/ing, Lo:idon."
Distributors frx Northern England, Scotland anil Nor,
Wale:: H. C. Rasxsoli (Sheffield and Lon Ion) L, I..
leo, London I3oa I, Sil2lfi251; 22. St, Nlary's l'arsonae,
Mant,s-,,,,r; :83, George Street, Glasgow.

(Reg. Nos. 5.8,639 and 316,180).

What is in a T.C.C.
Condenser!

VOU know a T.C.C. Condenser only by its green
I moulded case. In all probability you have never

seen inside it. You bought it because you relied
on the reputation enjoyed by T.C.C. And what has
enabled T.C.C. to win this reputation? Two things-
one, the remarkable reliability of their Condensers,
the other, the excellent workmanship put into them.

The reliability of T.C.C. Condensers is largely due
to the use of the finest materials. Take, for example,
the paper used to insulate the two long strips of foil.
T.C.C. use only the best linen tissue. It costs much
more than inferior paper-but it ensures much longer
service. And long service is what you get when
you buy a T. C. C. Condenser.

You are safe when you choose

T.C.C.
" Green for Safety "

Advertisement of

Ttlegrarh Condenser Co., Ltd., Wales Farm Road, N. Acton, W.3.
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ParafeedParafeed L.F. Transformer
List No. DY28. Pat. No.
316449.
Size21-xlg in.8 6Weight 3A ozs.

The Advt.of

The World's Greatest and
Smallest L.F. Transformer

Amazinglnductance

80 HENRIES
The Big Parafeed Points:

1. Increased bass and high note response
2. Absolute freedom from electrolysis

and breakdown.
3. Three variations of ratio by auto con-

nection. 2:1, 3:1, 4:1.
4. Much lower values of speech current

flowing through H.T. source render
the " Parafeed" less liable to motor -
boating than other transformers.

Practically Straight N.P.L.
Amplification Curves
25 to 8000 cycles

Cut out this coupon and
(hand it to your Radio
dealer or send to us direct.
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FORME

Please hand me a copy of the 20 -page ,booklet, " The Parafeed Way to
Better Amplification," which contains full technical data, 5 N.P.L. Curves.
7 Circuit Diagrams, and describes lucidly the evolution of Parallel Fe,
Amplification. A free copy has been reserved for me.
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